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COMMERCIAL BANKING
Our Commercial Department offers to busi
ness firms every facility of modern banking,

with the active co-operation of our officers.
We solicit large ^nd small business ac

counts.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Be Thrifty...
Did you ever hear of anybody retiring
on the money they had spent?

Resources $3,700,000.00

Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND, ME.

WARREN

UNION

We have recently opened an

Advance Payment Department
—in which—

4 Per Cent Interest
is paid on advances. As installments on
shares become due, transfers are made frony
this department to the regular shares and the
interest is increased to

51-2 Per Cent

8ubserlptloo $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
i and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Augusta, (March 30—The Barwtse |
I The Rockland Gazette was established In blll forbidding the use of State money
1846
In 18<4 the Courier was eatabllshed 1
.and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. in sectarian schools has been voted
The Free Press was established in 1855, and down in both House and Senate; the
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. joint commissions of Ways and
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

FIRE AT THE

The Crutch Outfit and the Frisky
Forties Will Fight It Out Thursday
Night.

Diners at the Thorndike Hotel yes
terday noon were startled by a great
roar which fairly shiyik the building.
with the State Prison at Thomaston Investigation develo|)ed the fact that
together with dlsubursemcnts. The it was the Forty Club’s greeting of
resolve In new draft reada: "That the Rotary bowling team's defy in
there be and hereby is appropriated;.!,,
the sum of $4,684.47 to be paid the J
be,ow',

ROCKLAND
T-tf

CHEVOLET
NASH

RADIO
REPAIR SHOP

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS

$14.50

Dodge Battery $24.50
sea'view

<J Before placing your order for your new
car you will find that it is to your advant
age to visit our salesrooms and inspect the
new CHEVROLET and NASH models
now on display; or if you will call us by
phone we will gladly come and give you
a demonstration.
Several late models in Used Cars at
prices and terms to suit you.

SEA VIEW GARAGE

BATTERY SERVICE

OREL E,, thAVIES

TEL. 837-M
24-T-tf

POWER

HOUSE

Lightning Arrester Failed To Stop Lightning Bolt—Quick
Work of Officials and Chemical.

Lightning entered the high tension
Through this maze the chemical
r.lde of the Glencove power station at made Its way as carefully as pos
[ 10.10 Saturday night, leaped joyfully
sible, hut once In the open the driver,
across the lightning arresters, and O. B. Brown, opened her wide, and
dipped into the oil switch.
with siren screaming she fairly
At this stage of the proceedings burned the road until Glencovo was
things began to happen which would reached.
Bridges and Interior Waters have re South Portland contractors, in full '
the Captain of the Frisky For- turn Fourth of July pyrotechnics
The power station was thick with
ported “ought to pass" on the building payment, satisfaction and discharge |
,
••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •»•••• t*
little work by the statistician green with envy. A hole was blown smoke and the firemen would have
i
•• ' of a bridge over the Kennebec river all claims and demands arising or , ^es:
through
the
steel
case
of
the
oil
the Rotary Club has shown that
had an almost impossible job but for
I at Bath; the anti-daylight saving growing out of a certain contract by I
—
There are persons always standing
switch, the lubricant was ignited, and the assistance which was rendered in
••• ready to believe a scandal.—-Ovid.
••• [ plan bill has been signed by the Gov- and between the State of Maine and the combined ages of the ( rutch Outin
three
shakes
of
a
lamb's
tail
that
•••
a few crisp sentences by Station
I ernor, thus making it illegal to ob said F. AV. Cunningham & Sons, flt totals just 100 years over that cf
••• •••
••• •••
•••
serve any other time but Standard dated October, 1923, relating to the ' the Frisk>’ Forty quintet, so we whole corner of the power station Operator McWilliams and Supt.
therefore
challenge
the
same
to
a
was
in
flames.
The
lightning
jumped
Charles E. Gregory. Because of their
time; limiting the number of deer a repairs and rebuilding of certain |
E. P. RICKER RESIGNS
night
of
.,
, match
, , Thursday
.
..
„
, , across the phases, made a short cir timely Instructions there was pre
hufiter may kill in a season to one, buildings at the State Prison at i bowling
cuit
and
continued
to
bum
until
the
Thomaston, together with all cash ,his week- wlth a handicap of a pin
vented an indiscriminate use of water,
Edward P. Ricker of South p0. lias been reported upon "ought to disbursements in connection there- I,)er year.
operator opened up the high tension which would have been almost as
A. C. McLoon,
land, prominent hotel man has re- Pas«"
the House by the committee Wl(h,
line.
Captain
Crutch
Outfit.
;
damaging to the plant as fire.
signed from the directorate of the on Pish and Game. And Legislature
A hole was burned through the roof,
• • • «
L,
....
The two officials above referred to
Maine Central Railroad' of which he I adjourned^ fiiday afternoon until
two
or
three
oil
switches
were
de

had done yeoman service in prevent
The sum of $2500 is asked for re- > The challenge (was accepted with
I has been a member for some years, j Monday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock with
stroyed,
insulators
were
burned
oft
ing the spread of the flames, and
pairs and improvements to the State i enthusiasm and a three-string in' A successor win he chosen at the! the end near at hand.
the transformers, and havoc was cre
annual meeting of the stockholders' An art requiring an excise tax to Fish Hatchery buildings, grounds ] stead of a five-string match suggest- ated with all other construction in with the Chemical’s powerful stream
in action the fire was soon ex
he paid on all cigarettes sold in this and equipment at Lake Megunticook ed. There will be no lack of a gal1 on April 15.
tinguished.
The hatchery was es lery at the Thomas alleys Thursday that room.
State has been presented by Phillips in Camden.
Tlie
officials
on
duty
at
the
power
It was intended night.
9f Hancock
On motion of Senator tablished in 1909.
In one hour and 18 minutes from
FEELINGS
station
at
that
time
saw
that
the
S. T. KiimbaJl was tho session
Powers of Aroostook, the Senate to serve, and does serve in part, as
[For The Courler-Gazetle]
plant was imperiled and lost no time the time the lightning entered the
speaker
and
gave
a
delightful,
infor

the
source
of
supply
for
the
stocking
voted to reconsider its action where
I love io put my feelings Into rhyme.
in sending for the Rockland chemical. building the electric light system was
It gives me satisfaction ev’ry time.
by the bill was referred to committee of lakes and ponds In Waldo, Knox mal discussion of Legislature and its
The trip of that machine is one thait again in operation at all points ex
When I’m sad it makes me happy,
problems
from
a
series
of
questions
and
Lincoln
counties;
but
the
facili

on Taxation and on further motion by
will not soon lie forgotten by anybody cept the Rockland & Rockport Lime
When I’m mad it makes me glad—
presented
by
the
Club,
These
were
same Senator was laid on the table ties now provided there are not ade
I love to put my feelings into rhyme
who saw tlie speeding apparatus, and Corporation's quarries.
K. H. Cassens.
pending reference.
The act reads: quate for the furnishing of a suffi handled with keen vision and humor, certainly not by those who were
The damage to the power station
especially
those
relating
to
daylight
“There shall he paid on all cigarettes cient supply of yearlings for these
aboard of it. All of the electric lights and equipment was estimated yester
sailing,
the
Kennebec
Bridge,
Port

sold at retail in this State an excise three counties, tho shortage being
had been extinguished when the bolt day at $2000 and is covered by In
tax of one cent on each and every met by shipments front Monmouth land Politics and the Lobby. There followed the transformer wires into surance.
were
53
members
present
in
addi

package so sold and the tax shall hatchery and other hatcheries In the
the power house, the streets were
Supt. II. P. Blodgett Is delighted
Additional pools will remedy tion to Dr. Janies Kent, William San- filled with the hundreds of persons with the prompt steps taken by the
he used for the promotion of health State.
soni,
C.
A.
Mitchell,
L.
G.
Harris
and
There has been no ex
and hygiene, insane hospitals and this defect.
who had Just left the darkened pic power station officials and the splen
homes for feeble-minded in the State penditure of money at this hatchery William Keppel, guests. An enjoy ture theatres, and in the streets was did service done by the Rockland
of Maine by the state department of since it was established, except with able feature was V. F. gtudiey's re tjie usual assortment of motor cars Chemical.
; health.
The secretary of state Is the usual expenses of running it; markable vocal solo.
which only served to accentuate the
"A few minutes more and wc would
hereby authorized and empowered to with the result that quite extensive
Inky blackness after the headlights have lost the entire station," he told
MRS. CHARLES SHADIE
prescribe and furnish all necessary repairs are now required on the
had passed.
a Courler-Gfizette reporter yesterday.
blanks, forms, books and reports nec- building and on the equipment. Also
i essary in carrying out the provisions It is visited by tourists and resi
The community experienced a real
WOMEN AS VOTERS
I of this act.
Within 30 days after dents of the State more, perhaps, loss In the death of Rose (Odiorne),
LESS FIRE HAZARDS
this act goes into effect every person, thany any other hatchery in the state, wife of Charles Shadle, which oc
GENUINELY
firm or corporation engaged in sell and its appearance and attractive curred Friday at her South Main Educational Club Members Purpose
Yo Do Their Full Duty.
Chief Havener Working To
ing cigarettes at retail in this State, ness could be greatly improved by the street home. She was about 38 years
WELCOME
"What's the big news’" This
shall make a report on blanks expenditure of a small amount of of age and had but recently attained
Better City Conditions—
The resolve was reported the end of years of effort in the new question Is answered every meeting
furnished as aforesaid,
to
the money.
Ycu will be genuinely
by Educational Club members who
the secretary of state, giving in new draft by Mr. Stone from the home occupied by the family.
The
Law’s View.
welcome at the Rockland
such information as may he called committee on Inland Fisheries and
A native of this city, daughter of are starting their annual drive for
new
members,
with
the
purpose
io
Game
and
laid
on
the
table
to
be
for in said blank report. The
Mrs. Frank Orbeton, she had a large
National Bank. It is a
Chief Albert R Havener of the
The re circle of friends who mourn the loss limit their membership only to the
secretary of state shall enter on a printed ufider joint rules.
pleasure to invite you to
book, kept for that purpose, the name solve calls for the taking of the sum of a valued Intimate All througli earliest applicants, not leaving its Rockland Fire Department has been
i of every dealer who sells cigarettes in from the appropriation for the main a painful and tedious illness of 10 doors wide open to all girls and wo active of late In reducing several
call, meet our Officers,
Its members dangerous fire risks—defective chim
the State.
After this act becomes tenance of the department of inland months she maintained ever, the men as heretofore.
are not satisfied to have a mere vote neys, faulty construction, lire Inviting
and discuss any question
effective, no person shall sell any fisheries and game. The committee brave, uncomplaining spirit.
At the funeral services held at her but purpose to pursue a systematic rubbish depositories, etc In a great
; cigarettes at retail in this State un- reported “ought to pass,"
with regard to banking,
• • • •
late home yesterday afternoon as study In intelligent citizenship, each majority of these instances he
I til he has made a report to the sec
financial or business mat
An act to establish ice fishing in sembled a large company of relatives doing her full part to help create a has met with hearty co-operation
retary of state and his name has
I been entered on the book.
If any Long Pond, In the towns of Somer and friends and the floral offerings wiser, better Informed electorate on the part of the owners, but In a
ters.
person, firm or corporation engaged ville and Jefferson, in the county of were exceptionally beautiful. The and to cut to a minimum the ig few cases there has been grumbling
They notice and a disinclination to expedite ac
in selling cigarettes at retail shall Lincoln, and' In the town of Wind bearers were John Shadie, lJoynfon norant voting list.
1 fail to make such returns he or it sor in the county of Kennebec, lias Shadle, Herliert Shadie and Robert that a hill for compulsory voting tion, Here Is what the law has to
4% INTEREST PAID
Coates. Interment was in Achorn was presented to the Legislature, say about it:
! shall be subject to a fine of $50 for been passed and enacted.
• • • •
• • • •
cemetery.
Relatives from out of but propose to volunteer their ballot
i
each
offense,
and
every
week
that
on
Pittston is behind the movement town here for the service included and not be driven to do what they REVISED STATUTES OF MAINE
: such report is not made shall consti
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
tute a sejiarate offense.
Every re for a State Aid road between l^ewls- John Shadie of Pittsfield, 1’enn., Mr. feel unprepared to do wisely.
Chapter 30, Inspection of Buildings
Statistics show only 51 per cent
tail dealer in cigarettes in the state ton and Rockland, via Gardiner. and Mrs. Harry McNaughton of
(Fire Laws)
of Maine, after this act takes effect, Whitefield has guaranteed one mile Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Swan of the possible voters last fall actu
Sec. 33. Penalty, If owner refuses
shall quarterly make a report to the of road, Jefferson and Waldoboro three of Auburn, Mr. and Mrs. Robert ally cast their ballots, despite a spe inspector admission to building. Any
secretary of slate of the number of miles. Lewiston has given its sup- Coates of Cajiplen, Mrs. A. U. cial eumpalgn to interest people in owner or occupant of a building who
cigarettes sold at retail by such deal- port to the project. .Sabattus was Dougherty of Hampden. Miss Edna getting out the vote. It Is believed refuses to permit an inspector of
er within this state for the pre- ' unanimous in granting it and Wales, Shadle of Boston and Mrs. C. R. Knox County surpassed that aver buildings to enter his building, or
age and furthermore that It watt an wilfully obstructs him in the inspec
vioUR quarter and thereupon the sec West Gardiner, Gardiner and Ran Hoffman of Glens Fails, N. Y.
unusually
thoughtful,
deliberate tion of such building us required in
retary of state shall compute the tax dolph are strongly in favor of it.
Capt. William Hodgdon of Central vote hacked up by good and suffi this chapter, shall be liable to a fine
• • • •
at the rate of one cent on the retail
Hancock County will be interested Fire Station spent the weekend at cient reasons In most cases- En- of not less than one, nor more than
price of same as provided in section 1
of this act and shall notify said re in the report “ought to pass” upon home from Portland where he is su peelatly with the women. Few twenty dollars, to be recovered by
tail dealer of the amount of said tax the bill extending the charter of the pervising the Installation of a rotary slackers there ! Nearly 100 per cent complaint or indictment.
and said retail dealer shall pay said tax Great Pond Railway Company and pump on Combination Chemical 2. of the Educational Club members
Sc. 34. Inspector and municipal
, within ten days after notice of such the charter of the Union Railway He reports fine work 'being done on performed their, full duty on elec officer may enter building in their
tion
day
it
Is
believed,
voting
in
all
the
machine
which
is
being
thor

The development of a
1 computation by the secretary of state. Company.
Jurisdiction; authority and duty to
The term ’retail’ as used herein shall logging railroad which would open oughly overhauled as a part of the sorts of ways but voting, not shirk remedy dangerous conditions; apjob.
It
will
be
greatly
altered
-In
ap

ing.
mean and include every person, firm up a large hard wood territory in
peal. The Inspector of buildings and
[ ur corporation selling cigarettes in Hancock County on the Union river is pearance by the new installation.
the municipal officers of any city or
The
work
will
be
completed
tomor

STRAND
THEATRE
this state, otherwise than at vvhole- concerned.
town may at all reasonable hours,
row.
•
•
•
•
| sale.”
for the purpose of examination enter
Rockport
Minstrels,
With
Rockland
....
With a grist of especially assigned
Into and upon all buildings and
and Camden Talent To Give a Big premises within their jurisdiction;
The register of deeds of Lincoln matters for morning and afternoon
Show,
county and the county attorney of sessions, a big week is Just ahead of
whenever any of said officers shall
The sllversheet will be removed at find In any building or upon any
Knox county salary increases were the legislators who are making plans
Strand
Theatre
Wednesday
and
voted by the Senate tills week past. to expediate business in ever way
premises combustible material or
Thursday to make way for the Inflammable conditions dangerous to
....
and yet allow sufficient time for due
Rockport
Minstrels,
which
gave
The sum of $81,300 is asked for the consideration of the important mat
the safety of such buildings or prem
such a fine entertainment in their ises they shall order the same to be
i Maine State Prison at Thomaston for ters yet to be decided.
home
town
that
they
were
promptly
The battle over the Maher and
the fiscal year, July 1, 1925 to June
removed or remedied, and such order
booked for two nights at the Strand. shall be forthwith complied with by
30, 1926, inclusive.
The purposes Stlthani resolves to forbid the use of
TESTING
While
the
bulk
of
the
cast
comes
are listed as follows; Officers and em public funds for private schools and
the owner or occupant of said build
from Rockport, there is a consider ings or premises; provided, however,
REPAIRING
ployes personal services, $50,000; institutions, the settling upon an ad
YOU’Ll. be delighted with
able sprinkling of talent from Rock that If said owner or occupant shall
I maintenance including food supplies, equate bridge and highway program
ASSEMBLING
land and Camden, and taken as a deem himself aggrieved by such or
a dinner eaten here.
clothing, repairs on buildings and and the financial policy of the State
whole the entertainment challenges
Food of proven purity served
general expensee, $28,000; retiringand for the two coming fiscal years, and
when made by the inspector of
TROUBLE SHOOTING comparison with any that has been der
pensioning prison officials, $3,300. the Bath bridge question are but a
buildings he may, within twenty-four
in the style that will please
given by Knox County amateurs In hours, appeal to the municipal of
The stun of $88,300 is asked for the few of the matters scheduled for the
you. Appetizing salads and
ANY CIRCUIT BUILTTO ORDER
a good many yearssecond fiscal year, also as listed next few days which promise plenty
ficers and the cause of the complaint
desserts that will cause you
Hurry C. McDonald Is the inter shall be at once Investigated by the
Single Cirtuits Rebuilt Into
above.
The amount asked for per of working material for the Solons.
locutor,
Walter
Nutt,
Twin
Rich

to talk about us.
sonal services is listed as the actual
direction of the latter, and unless
INo afternoon session of the Legis
TUBE8 REVITALIZED
ards, True Suear and Leon Poland by their authority the order above
amount to cover the payroll.
Save lature was held on Friday as was an
ure
the
end
men,
while
there
are
six
Selective
Non-re-radiating
Sets
for the fiscal years 1923-1924 and ticipated, probably on account of the
named is revoked, such order shall
Get acquainted with eur
others in the circle and 19 In the remain in force and be forthwith
1924-1925, $28,000 is the amount fact that it was after 1.30 in the af
PARTS TESTED AND
chorus.
“Bill O'Fare”
which has been appropriated to cover ternoon when the Senate recessed,
complied with by said owner or oc
There ure 10 incidental songs in
,
REPAIRED
the item of maintenance for several following a lengthy debate on the
cupant. The inspector of buildings
the first part, to -say nothing of the or the municipal officers shall make,
years. 'By reason of high prices re question of the adoption of the ma
topical
song
and
other
Jokes,
which
ceived for goods manufactured at jority or minority report of the com
or cause to be made an immediate
will bring some lusty swats onto the investigation as to the presence of
the prison prior to 1923-1924, this mittee on labor on the resolve to
devoted heads of well known citizens. combustible material or the exis
sum was cut down to $20,000. The ratify the proposed amendment to the
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
Dr. J- A. Richan will be in charge tence of Inflammable conditions in
larger sum is requested for the com United States Constitution relating
of the radio broadcasting station any building or upon any premises
ing fiscal year first, for the reason to Child Labor. It is expected that
P. 0. Box 359
WHAT and there are at least a dozen
under their Jurisdiction, upon com
that the market has been largely lost afternoon sessions will be held daily
Over Express Office
vaudeville numbers in the olio. The
plaint of any person having an In
to the goods produced at the prison this week.
ROCKLAND,.................... MAINE
Strand advertisement on another terest in said buildings or premises
by reason of the fire which destroyed
The docket of matters for con
39tf
page carries the full details. The or property adjacent thereto.
the- shops in September, 1923; and sideration during the coming week
whole show is about two hours, which
Any owner or occupant of build
second, because the prison population includes the following special assign
period will be crammed to the limit ings or premises, failing to comply
is averaging at the present time ments:
with mirth and melody. You will with the orders of the authorities
above 50 men more than the usual
Majority report of committee on
[sure get an eyeful and an earful.
above specified shall be punished by
population, with more coming. The banks and banking, "ought to pass in
Earle Dow, the young man with
a fine of not less than five dollars
amount asked for retiring and pen a new draft," and minority report,
the bristling moustache, Is the
for each day’s neglect.
sioning prison officials is under the “ought not to pass," on an act to en
business manager of the minstrel
law giving half pay to several offi large the term “securities" in the
troupe, and will be aided by the
Schooner Lavinla M. Snow is hack
cials on the retired list.
The sum statute so as to include contracts for
Strand Theatre staff
In her native element after undergo
asked for is based on the payroll at sale of fur-bearing animals and place
In Exchange For Your Old
ing spring housecleaning at the
the present time.
The resolve was them under the supervision of the
Battery
EMPIRE THEATRE
South Railway.
reported in new draft by Senator State bank commissioner; assigned
Agent* for—
Today will be the last opportunity
Bond from committee on State Prison for Wednesday in the House.
MARINE ENGINES
to see Nazimova and Milton Sills in YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Report of committee on public ut'land laid on the table to be printed
"Madonna of The Streets," adapted
under joint rules.
ities, “ought not to pass," on an act
from the novel “The Ragged Mes
Boat Brokers
to incorporate the Winding Ledges
....
If I had to live my life again 1 would
senger” by W. B- Maxwell.
have made a rule to read some poetry and
The resolve in favor of F. W. Cun Power Co ; assigned for Tuesday in
Boat
Building
listen
to some music at least once a week
;
Two
feature
pictures
will
be
the
ningham & Sons, reported by Senator the House.
I big attraction at the Empire The- The loaa of these tastes la a loss of happland Repairing
Majority report of judiciary com
Ilussey from committee on Judiciary
new.
—
Charles Darwin.
| atre on Wednesday and Thursday.
and laid on the table to be printed mittee, “ought not to pass,” and mi
Telephone
702-W
Frivolous
Sal
”
Is
a
tensely
dramatic
NO. THANK YOU. TOM
Tel. 837-W
689 Main Street
under joint rules, is for contractors' nority report, “ought to pass,” on an
36-tf
love drama of the pioneer Western They met, when they were girl and boy.
fees as per contract with the state, act proposing an amendment to the
ROCKLAND, ME.
Doing
to
school one day,
mining
camps.
It
unfolds
the
battle
dated October, 1923, in connection constitution changing the date of the
38-tf
1 of a woman and a small hoy to save And. “Won't you take tuy peg-top. dear?”
State election from the second Mon
Was all that he could say.
a, man from his own weaknesses She bit her little pinafore.
day in September to the Tuesday af
Agnes Ayres will be shown In "Her
Close to hts side site came;
ter the first Monday in November;
Market Value." Miss Ayres does She whispered. “So! no. thank you, Torn.’’
assigned for Tuesday in the House.'
But took It all tlie same
| some of her finest work as Nancy
Majority report of judiciary com
Dumont widow of a suicide stock They met one day. the self same way.
mittee, “ought to pass* in a new
The Latest Dark Shell
When ten swift years had flown;
| broker. The part is one -that calls
draft,” and minority report “ought
said. Tve nothing but my heart.
i for unusual talent and Miss Ayres HeBut
not
to
pass,
”
on
an
act
to
incorporate
that Is yours alone.
Frames and Correct Lenses
responds delightfully. Briefly, the And won’t you take my heart?" he said.
Dexter P. Cooper of Eastport to de
And
called her by her name;
story tells of three men who have
velop and utilize the power of the
and said; "Xo. thank you, Tom."
Only $ij>..00
promised the lKinkcupt Dumont that SheButblushed,
tides in the Bay of Fundy and waters
took It all the same.
they will care for his widow. They
adjacent thereto; assigned for Wed
form a pool of $40,000 which they And twenty, thirty, forty years
nesday in the Senate.
brouglrt them care and joy;
give to her under the guise of a leg SheHave
has the little pig-top still
breeze
acy, but instead of using this for
He gave her when a boy
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, Medium, will
please
subsistence, she pays off debts con “1 have no wealth, sweet wife." said he;
be at 31 Union street from April 3
ve never brought you fame.”
in $t. Opp Park St.
301 Main
tracted by her husband and then She“I’whispers.
until further notice to give readings
"Xo! no, thank you, Torn.
. goes to work as private seretary to. You've joved me all the same
and Apeat the sick. Tel. 799-M.
Made to meet a Demand" not a Price * one of the three men.—adv.
—Fred E. Weatherly,
,
39-tr

NEW
BATTERY

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

ROCKLAND

Busy Week May Mark Termiifation of Legislature -Bridge
Matter Will Be Voted Upon.

Newberfs Cafeteria

This makes a very attractive proposition
which we will gladly explain to any one who
is interested.

689 MAIN ST.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
ALL THE HOME NEWS

A CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

RADIO
SERVICE

—“At Your Service”—

407 MAIN STREET.

STATE CAPITOL

Rockland
National
Bank

in INTEREST has been paid by this
institution to the people of Knox County
during the past twenty-one years.

VINALHAVEN

AT THE

Volume 80............... Number 39.

THREE CENTS A COPY

1HE

$940,011.31

CAMDEN

dockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 31, 1925.
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Every-Other-Day
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THE BABY CLINICS
Rockland To Have Series of
Six—Of Great Importance
To Mothers.

Korkland. Maine. March :tn. 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S Lyddle who
on oath declares that lie is pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette. and that of the
the issue of this paper of March 214. 1925,
tfhere was printed a total of 6,513 copies
Progress in Child Welfare work is
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.
being made in Rockland besides the

Announcing the
MJLLINERY

OPENING

of

DEBORAH PERRY BARRON

in the milk lunches in the lower grades in
the public schools, which has done a
midst of the years.—dlabakuk 3:2.
»
in her fine neu) parlors
great deal in lowering the percentage
We thought It was about time for of undernourished children: and the
and u)ork rooms
It to break out again—the chain let dental clinic, which this year has
ter prayer. A misguided friend just done such good work on the teeth of
Neu) Perry Block
now addresses a copy of it “To the children that otherwise would have
576-578 Main Street, Corner Willou'
editor of The Courier-Gazette.”
been neglected. Now we are to have
Charm Prayer—O Lord be merciful un'o a baby clinic.
tts, and let thy loving care rest upon us and
TOMORROW, APRIL 1
This is not an altogether new thing
thy breath be upon alt the nation.
Dear Friend—Tills prayer was pent to me as Rockland has had baby clinics
by a friend and is to go around the world. It before.
The first one was held in I
was sent in Jesus* rime and all who passed
It b.v met with great mlafortu le.
Copy it the summer of 1931, when the ladies
and send to ten friends, writing one each dav, of the W. C. T. I', decided that as
and see what will come the eleventh day. a part of their child welfare work,
A great joy will come unto you
This ia
they would introduce here a baby
a Charm Prayer.
Sign no name.
park theatre
i
MARTINSVILLE
clinic along the same lines of suc
It is astonishing how in the face of
Jimmy
Evans
Revue
For
a
Week
of
HaroW
Hupper and C. E. Freeman
cess attained in other cities.
Two
the publicity given to this silly thing High School rooms were secured and
Hilarious Entertainment.
I have been busy with the sawing ma
It continues to rear itself in new the local hospitals kindly loaned
chine sawing the neighbors wood.
Jimmie Evans’ Revue struck town Up to Saturday night they have
ftpots and find people foolish enough several nurses and machines for
to waste their time and postage upon weighing. At this first clinic weigh yesterday fora Meek's engagement a’ sawed 130 cords M*ith more to do
ing and measuring was ill that was Park Theatre, its jSopularity unabated
it. As in the period alluded to in the done as there was no physician pres b.v the fact that the troupe has al.- j lat"'
.
here iour
four limes.
times.
A] M‘sses Evelyn
and
Muriel Hooper
“charm" few persons could write ent.
.V been
been nere
a
~
\
Miss Soule of the State health ready
and postal facilities had yet to wait department gave a demonstration in crowded house greeted Jimmie and re‘u|-n 10 ««*l»nd Monday after a
Ms associates last night and the !
jaration from Rocktand Hlgfl
many centuries to be born, the pos bathing and dressing of the infant
School. They expect to make their
The next baby clinic wag held in laughter and applause Mere of
sibilities of the chain letter as a the spring of 1923 when the W. C. T. spontaneous character, and it is ex | future home at Rockland as their
nuisance had at that time only a U. cooperated with Miss Reilly, the tremely d lubtful if you find many- parents Intend moving as soon asxjta
convenient for them to do so.
Mrs.
narrow field for its misguided ap R. C. nurse, and a more ambitious vacant chairs this week.
It's a lively show that Jimmie Hooper and two children are get
program
was
attempted.
It
was
held
plication. Today, unfortunately, it is
in the O. A. R. hall, morning and af brings, and last night the big house ting over the grippe.
different. When you receive a chain ternoon.
Several local physicians fairly ate it up, from curtain to 11 Miss Margaret Harris returns to
letter drop it in the firegave their services, so besides the curtain. Like ail revues, this is just Farmington Normal Monday afte
weighing and measuring the children one thing after i another—clever , Fne short M'eek at home,
The Copley stock company sprang Mere given a thorough physical ex quilts, dances, songs, choruses, glad * Thursday the l>adies Circle met
Grange hall, knotted comforters
There was a large ex rags, colorful scenes, bright lights and
a novelty when it staged a play Sun amination.
land did much other work. At 5 p. m
hibit of health posters, brtddes a pure tripping'titles.
day afternoon at the Charlestown milk exhibit from the State health
Jimmie Evans is a familiar fig- , a supper Mas served followed by a
State Prison, to the delight of the department, also demonstrations of ure In his Irish role, but he neve: j social by the young folks. In the
700 prisoners who witnessed the sterilization, and a baby layettes fails to bring the laughs. Jerry's evening a good time was enjoyed
The clinic, at jokes are mostly new but if they besides netting a good sum towards
performance of the comedy “Three fr^tn local stores.
tracted so many interested parents weren't the audience Mould still find the electric lights.
Live Ghosts." Tits members of the
Charles Ervine took several to
that there was not time to attend to them funny. His mind reading stunt
audience warmly responded to the all so the late comers had to he disap Mas a very clever burlesque. Jim Rockland shopping Saturday. They
mie's side partner this trip is Lester report the roads are in fair shape.
work of the actors and showed their pointed.
Last year the Red Cross nurses. Marr. He is entirely different from The road machine has done good
opinion of certain activities of the
Miss Sawyer and Miss Hertzgaard. his old partner. Ikev. Kittie Fraser. < work.
world from which they are shut out
--------------------Working with the W. C. T D>, ar the little brunette soubrette. M'ho is |
by roundly hissing two of the char ranged for the clinic to be held in the really Mrs. Jimtnie Evans, adds not a j THE HEADQUARTERS CREW
___
acters who announced themselves as Knox hospital, in the afternoon only, little to the comedy scenes and she
some sprightly dances and duets. ' Something About the Pole Climbers
detectives ! And by the way here is and secured the services of Dr. War has
James
Mack
is
a
capable
person.
I
and
w
;
re
Experts
of Central Maine
ren Sanborn of Augusta, a baby spe
another instance where Maine had
Power Co.
cialist.
Over 50 babies Mere regis He is the good-looking young man
the lead of Massachusetts. Two days tered, and though doctors and nurses Mho serves to set off the comedians
preceding the above noted perform did valiant work, it was not possible in the Evans-Marr-Mack- combina
With 100.000 miles to its credit, the
tion and exploits the chorus in nifty
ance, a musical comedy company- to properly consider sj many in so songs and sings an occasional solo White three-fourths ton truck which
short
a
time.
came to Rockland in June. 1920, is a
playing the Rockland circuit visited
yBaby clinics have a decided wel- in a way that everybody likes. There
the State Prison nt Thomaston and fare value in helping mothers de is a neu- baritone with a voice of the valuable part of the Rockland head
quarters crew's equipment which
gave the inmates of that institution termine 2f their babies are receiving bass-baritone variety, and he made hurries day and night, rain or shine,
quite a hit.
the
proper
diet:
if
they
are
develop

a highly enjoyed performance. Mr.
Two of the prettiest girls from the from one end of the district to the
Clive and his Boston actors may pos ing in a normal manner: if there are chorus, lit diaphanous green draper other in its efforts to maintain real
any defects or ailments that taken
C. M. 1’. service in tlie Rockland dis
sibly have heard of it.
early can be corrected or cured. To ies that reminded one of Spring
trict.
zephyrs
and
young
willows,
danced.
hold such clinics but once in a year
Everything that is necessary for
Sam Ford and Evelyn Brennan also
In escaping the heavy Sunday is not enough to be of any great did some of their classiest dunces.
repair work and emergency, from
storm and floods that played havoc service in a city the size of Rockland.
The title cf the feature picture linemen's tools to a portable tele
So this year the Red Cross and the
in Vermont and New Hampshire, W. C. T. U-. joining efforts, are plan which is being shown today is “The phone set. is included in the truck’s
carrying away dams and buildings ning to hold a series of baby clinics Tenth Woman." and the stars are equipment.
The "men behind the guns”—the
Beverly Bayne and Julia Marlowe. It
and railroad tracks, while the wind, for the six months beginning in is a picture very much out of the crew—is made up as follows:
April..
Dr
Warren
E.
Sanborn,
the
lightning and hail even touched up
ordinary.—adv.
B. C. Nash, truck driver with 14
noted baby specialist. M’ho rendered
' years' service.
He started working
adjoining portions of Maine, we of such good service last year, has
for the Company, Dec. 31. 1910.
TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
the eastern section of the S'ate are agreed to be present for one afternoon
E. Sukeforth, head linesman, has
again moved to note how compara of each month. Members nt the W.
In a recent communication from Mr. been with the company eight years,
C.
T.
U.
will
provide
a
suitable
place
tively free we find ourselves from
Hatton of Los Angeles, printed in
aving started in April, 1917.
for holding the clinics and regis
A. M Young, division foreman, has
these commotions of —nature with tering babies. A registration fee ol these columns, appeared the name of
which other portions of New Eng 25 cents Mill be asked to help cover David Dukeshire. "I knew him, a been connected with line work since
fellow of infinite jest, cf most ex 1909.
He has been with Central
VINALHAVEN
land are occasionally visited. This outside expenses.
cellent fancy.” familiarly known as Maine since 1919.
This
is
a
great
opportunity
for
the
Sunday evening service at Union
is a thing that must increasingly ap
Uncle Duke. He was certainly a
W. K. Brown, with 22 years' sermothers of Rockland to secure ex great entertainer, whether iq his
jphurch was in charge of the Chrispeal to the country when we get
ice. is the first man tn Maine and
pert advice for their babies. Ail blacksmith shop or in a
Mian Endeavor.
There was special
ance
on
third
in
New
England
to
"receive
an
|r
properly joined up with it by the should avail themselves of the privi
the meetings of the ReformvTub
Insuli medal for successful applicaus c'
iege. Bring the babies in and have
Kennebec Bridge.
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Mon
I witnessed one time the breaking
them officially O. K.’d.
Any en up of a political meeting by one of tion of the prune pressure method of day from a week's visit In Boston.
resuscitation.
He is sure some
quiries
will
be
willingly
answered
Hollis Gerry of Easton is the guest
We are fully in sympathy with
his witty remarks. This was the
from the Red Cross room on Main winter when there was "something booster for .first aid.
of his sister, Mrs. Albert Carver.
Capt. Cheek of the Harvard football
Leon
Fickett
has
eight
years'
serstreet (931-W) or by Mrs. Myra
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Butler of
The boys exiiect soon to be
team in his plea that college athletes Hodgdgon. at Dr. Bickford's, Beech doing" in Augusta, when two sets of ice.
Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Representatives showed up to be smoking at his expense.
lie allowed to indulge in sports for street, (143-1.)
sworn in. There was a “little feel
C. Allen has four years' service H. T. Arey.
The Barge Rock Harbor is loading
money during the summer months as*
ing" for the lime being
with this Company. Previous to this
The class in which St. George po he was with the New England Tel. & paving at Leopold's wharf for New
a means of defraying their college
OUTLOOK IS GOOD
ork.
litically figured had elected Charles Tel.
expenses, and still be allowed to play
Mrs. A. U Patterson has'returned
A. Glidden, the Fusion candidate, of
Leonard
Hall
has
14
years'
service
on the college teams. A boy who For the Maine Sardine Indus Tenant's Harbor. Mr. Glidden was
but it's no use girls, he's married.” from Rockland where she was the
has to work his way through col
seated, and returned home for in
A. Hutchinson is last on the list guest of her daughter, Mrs. Charles
try This Season—Co-oper not
structions
by
his
constituents but by no means least. He has been Schofield.
lege und needs to earn money for
Miss Christina Raymond of North
A meeting of the voters was called doing line work only a short time but
ative Selling.
that purpose ought not to be com
Haven is spending two weeks with
in Centennial Hall. Boy like, I was an climb 'em Just the same.
pelled to confine his energies to
her uncle. Alfred Raymond.
Jn another month, it is expected there to see the fun. For some time
clerking in a store or canvassing for
Mabel Stone and Lena Burgess of
the voters argued pro and con. and
THE
APPLE
MARKET
that the Maine sardine industry will
North Haven Mere in town Saturday.
finally Unde Duke got the floor.
magazines, when his athletic prowess
be operating and there Is every belief
The following students of Univer
"Mr. Moderator,” he said, "I move
can open to him a larger and more
that the coming season Mill be one you. sir. that we chip in twenty-five No Life To Ben Davis Trade—Too sity of Maine are home for the M eek’s
congenial avenue of gain.
Many
Baldwins
Coming
Out
of
Cold
vacation: 'Doris Fitield, Alice Libby.
of the most successful that the in cents apiece and send Mr. Glidden
Storage.
Donald Patterson, Louie Smith and
back to Augusta."
There is
“Holding the German election on dustry has ever knownThe motion was never out. By the
Ivan Poole.
reason for such belief because of the time the folks got through laughing
J. A. Carver is taking orders on the
Sunday," remarks the Boston Herald, formation of the sardine packers'
Boston. March 26.
“suggests at least that voting is a co-operative association which has they had forgotten all about what
Market on apples is unchanged. Richard E. Thibaut MindoM- draper
they had gone there for, and came
ies and wall papers.
sacred . duty.” Here is food for been generally joined by the canneys out of the hall and wended their Market cleans up fairly well from
Arthur Thomas was in Rockland
day
to
day,
but
only
the
apples
that
/
The
Maine
pack
last
year
M'eg
a
thought. If all government is of
ways homeward.
Boze.
show hard, fair color and free from Saturday on a business trip.
little larger than 1, 000.000 cases
The Pals will meet with Mrs. Lang
God and more and more the bus
scald bring outside quotations.
Po
with a value, in round numbers of
ness of government begins with the 35.000.000 but a much larger pack can
tatoes and turnips still slow sale at try Smith Friday evening. A picnic
prices.
Seems to be no life to Ben supper M ill be served.
exercise of the ballot, is It beyond be made and it Is expected it Mill
Mrs. George Newbert Mas hostess
Davis
trade
aw there are too many
be
made.
The
gain
Mill
not
be
the mark to say that the voter should
to the Washington Club Saturday
Baldwins at medium prices still com
wholly
in
the
size
of the pack for it
be taught that his Ballot Is a thing
evening.
Supper Mas served
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR
ing out of storage.
is the profit of the industry that
Mrs. Colin Wood entertained re
to be sacredly handled? And should counts in the long run.
Baldwins, No 1. libls .............. $3.50 to $4.50
Baldwins, No. 1 bxs ................ 1.25 to 2.00 cently at high tea the following la
not the wielding of it on God's day
It is admitted that the very sharp
Baldwins, unclassified, libls .. 2.50 to 3 50 dies: Mrs. Alfred Raymond and niece
competition
that
has
characterized
tend to emphasize the sacredness of
Baldwins, unclassified bxs,
.1.1 to
Miss Christine Raymond and Mrs.
Odd Varieties, bbls ........
the
industry
on
the
Maine
coast
has
2 50 to
it?
We should be interested to
Elmer Simmers.
Odd Varieties, bxs............
I i to
not been for its advantage. There has
IF YOU WANT
George Grey and Owen Roberts re
Tolmati Sweets, bbls
2 50 to
listen to arguments upon the ques been sharp rivalry for fish and some
Greenings, bbls. ................
2.50 to
turned Saturday from Wollaston
Some
Good
Reliable
tion.
Spys,
bbl«s
........................
concerns have paid excessive prices
2.75 to
Mass., where they Mere called by ill
Ben Davis, bbls....................
2 00 to
with the result that they have not
ness of Mr. Grey's mother, Mrs.
Slarks, bbls..........................
2.50 to
Tlie golf season ;i< the Country made money, while other packers
Potatoes, 100 lbs ............
1 »0 to
James Grey.
Turnips, 100 lbs..................
, .75 to
Club Mas mildly opened Saturday have been prevented from obtaining
Porter Lawry returned Saturday
fish.
There has also been a rivalry
Kingman & Hearty. Inc.,
from Auburn where he was the guest
afternoon by an exploratory three
in the disposal of the product that
"The House Built on tlie Apple.'
of his daughter, Mrs. Stephen Gould.
some ivliich found the course to be has resulted in price cutting, also
Henry Newbert was lti Rockland
F^ARMS Dio SETTER
One
in surprisingly good condition. with bringing unfortunate results.
Saturday.
In New and Up-to-date Models,
. only a little Mater here and there has been that in some cases the
Capt. Edward Greenleaf returned
Stylish, Good Fitters, backed up
quality of tlie output has been low
upon some of the fairways. The
by the Manufacturer's GuaranAmerican farms produced $12,404 Saturday from Boothbay Mhere he
ered.
antee of Quality and Service,
000,000 in 1924. according to estimates Mas called by illness of his father.
greens arc not yet playable but as
Not only has this past condition
Vtnalhaven
lias a student of
Don’t Fail to See the New
prepared by the Department of A
lor the rest of it the conditions are been unfortunate for the packers but
Numbers That We Are Show
riculture, indicating an Increase of Maine University at home for his
There has
unusually satisfactory and consider also for their employes.
ing for Spring. Big Stock to
$56,000,000 over 1923.
The depart vacation who Is no relation to
not been steady work and the indus
Charlie Chaplin, but he wears real
ably earlier than last year.
ment attributed the increase to high
Select from for
try has been hard hit.
er market values for certain crops, classy shoes and they are number 11s
Now the business is on the road
$2.98
The conclusion of the national in better conditions.
Cereals accounted for $5,220,000,000,
The selling will
Better Grades For
or 45.8 percent of the total, com
LITTLE DEER ISLE
dustrlal conference after a survey of be handled co-operatively and all
pared with 39.8 percent in 1923; corn
$3.95
The same
Mi's. Mae McNeil of Malden, Mass.,
the country that 1925 is till set for a canners will fare alike.
Mas
valued
at
$2,890,000,000,
cotton
situation will be maintained in re
Including the New Light Tan
who was called here by the recent
year of general prosperity has
at $1,701,000,000 and hay and forage Illness of her father, John Penney,
gard to the purchase of lish for which
Shades
at $1,733,000,000.
heartening sound- While not prom there w ill be an established price and
tetumed home Monday.
ising an Italicized boom the evi an arrangement we understand for
SPECIAL
Miss Gertrude Eaton who has been
A
scholarship
in
Lincoln
Memoria
attending High School in Rockland,
dences point to staiiility and ex an equitalde division that will keep
Discontinued Lines of PUMPS
University,
serving
the
mountain
ail factories operating on similar
came home Saturday to spend her
end OXFORDS that we have
pansion ail along the line.
ous regions of Kentucky and Ten Vacation with her mother, Mrs. Lettime.
The canning itself will lie
bought to sell for
nc-ssee.
has
been
endowed
by
Lin
more carefully inspected and -The
tie Eaton.
coin Poet of the American Legion i
The Republicans have even car whole result should be improvement
$1.98 and $&49
Capt. Percy and Harold Eaton sold
Washington.
D.
C.
John
Wesley
ried the election in Germany. It’s for the canners. their employes and
Values up to $6.00 and $7.00
their schooner, the William C. Pen
Hill, president of the university dleton recently, to parties in Rock
the public.
Men who have given
Also Many of Our Own Higher
been a great year for the party
Miote Lincoln Post officials: "The
keen study to the sardine business of
land.
Grade Shoes included in this lot
scholarship to which you have sub
Mrs. John Spinftey who has been
this State believe that there is no
THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE
scribed will provide for the eduea sending the wtntfer with, her son.
YOU CAN ALWAYS
section with a better opportunity for
tion
of
a
worthy
boy
during
hie
en
DO WELL AT THE
Leon, In Rockland, came home SatThe Kennebec Bridge bill was ta development in this line than Maine
tire college course. Lincoln would
,
ask no finer memorial than this. It Ur„.>»
ken up bv the House yesterday and and that with the new understanding
Mrs.
Emma Powers vf Eggermogby unanimous ebnsent went to the reached by the packers such a re
Is an investment that will 'cjfld
.gtn was the dinner guent of her sis
ROCKLAND
perpetual patriotic dividend." <
third reading. That the resolve will suit will be attained and the pack will 278 MAIN ST.
ter. Ml'.*.. Walter lluti Ian: on Tnea
be* submitted to referendum, prob- Ibc greatly Improved, both ill quality

O Lord revive thy work

Giant Glenwood Burner Oil Stoves

Uncle Singer Kallneli who passed
his noth milestone recently may be
seen each day arduously tierlflg up
his wood pile to dry.
None were 1
more surprised Or pleased by the
thought fulness of the men folks in
town than were Uncle Singer and
Gram when they returned home and
found their wood pile all manufac
tured one afternoon recentlv.
The robins, bluebirds and martins
are very busy Just now finding nest
ing places and the English sparrows
arc just as busy destroying the nests
of the bluebirds already under con
struction.
Benjamin Wiggia left last Saturday
for Boston where he will visit for the
weekend, from there going to Kilboa,
N. Y., where he has employment.
Fred Allen joins him ill Boston when
he also will go to Kilboa to resume
his work of last season.
Rehearsals are In progress every
Friday evening at the home of Mrs. .
C. S. Watts for a musical Easter pro- 1
gram which bids fair to be a good
one.
Rev. 11. R. Winchenbaugh was un
able to hold services in town Sunday
on account of the illness of Mrs. Winchenbaugh who is afflicted with the 1
prevailing maludy with complica- I
tions.
It is with much regret that word
has been received by J. Leroy Allen |
of the death of Dr. Byron Miller of j
San Luis Obispo, Calif., a former
“Keag” boy.
Dr. Miller Mas a son •
of Mrs. Deborah (Allen) Miller, a sis
ter of J. L. Allen and had a flourish- j
ing practice in his adopted city and
Stale. Mhere he made a name for
himself as an expert in X-ray work.
Dr. Miller was taken to the Mayo
Brothers’ Hospitul in Rochester,
Minn, ten days previous to his death
and his case found hopeless.
His
body Mas brought to this town where
his funeral waa^held in the chapel at
2 p. in. Tuesday.
Mrs. Gwendolyn
Marshall, a niece of the deceased and
a brother Dr. John Miller of Pennsyl
vania accompanied the remains here.
His mother being too aged to attend.
Mas left in California Mith a com
panion-nurse lnx attendance.
Dr.
Miller was about 48 years old. He
Mas buried in the family lot here be
side his father and sister.
If one Mishes to hear some inter
esting reminiscences of Hhe days of
“Westward Ho” Mhen the gold fever
mus the most serious malady of the
east, one should get in touch Mith
J. L. Allen Mho can recount some
very entertaining experiences of the
Black Hills and the Gold Coast.
He
adds or substracts nothing in his
experiences but gives actual facts
v.'hich are certainly educational as
Mell as interesting.
Traveling 300
miles in 18 days on foot in May,
sleeping in the open, Mith shom- fall
ing. hunger, etc.. Is one of his most
interesting narratives, but he has in
numerable other experiences even
of Africa that are none the less M'orth
hearing. He can’t be beaten when
it comes to geography.
Citizens who flew south at the ad
vent of cold weather are talking
north again and letters are indicative
of thought winging this May- Soon
our empty houses Mill be reopened
end summer pleasures and labors
again resumed. No one M ill be sorry
to greet warm weather once more.
One of our neighbors has her
dahlia bed spaded. A sure harbinger
of spring.

With Patented Giant and Regular Glenwood Kerogas Burners
Unusual fuel economy—greater cooking efficiency with lens fuel.
Powerful quick heat—no soot, no odor, no smoke, no waste.
Simple operation and instant control—as easy as a gas range.
That's the service users are
assured with a Giant Glen
wood Oil Stove. Tho fuel is
erdinory kerosene, but it
burns gas. To every part of
inexpensive oil, the Giant
Glenwood
Kero-gas
and
Standard Glenwood burners
add 400 parts of air. No
smoke, no soot, no odor, no
waste.

Operate as easily as a gas
range. Just apply a match
and quickly a double gas flame
is directed evenly and steadily
against the cooking dish. Al
ways under instant control.

SPECIAL OFFER

With Regular Glenwood Kerogas
Burners—Net Prices—No Discount
No. of Size of Shipping List
No. Burners Top
Weight
Price
58 lbs. $17.90
225G 2 25'/2x17'/2 In.
72 lbs. 23.30
235G 3 35 x17'/2 in.
84 lbs. 29.60
245G 4 43'/2x17'/2 in.
2E5G 5 53'/2x17>/2 in. 112 lbs.

We can truthfully state that this is the most wonderful
oil cook stove we have ever seen. It is fully guaranteed.
We quote a low price and very easy terms.

Burpee Furniture Co.

Price on request

BABY CARRIAGES
Showing the new
spring line
20cr Discount

IH frwto*i*l«hPt«raSF7

BURPEE

REFRIGERATORS
We have a big
assort ment
23 '{• Discount

FURNITURE CO.
I?O«
HII \NI>
\N1)
I?
O’ U
I rt- dT Tt» r. fJT-

H

—

M ABSIE

Benoit
Men’s Shops
] r==H=4j

3E

Displaying
Correct Apparel for Men
—AT—

Hotel Rockland
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
.

APRIL 1st, 2nd, 3rd

SUITS, TOPCOATS, HATS, SHOES,
SHIRTS,
NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY
In Newest Spring Styles
t

H. E. ELIASON, Representative

Boston Shoe Store

PORTLAND, MAINE

LADIES!

Shops for Men and Boys—Maine and Massachusetts

PUMPS AND
OXFORDS
For $2.98

Boston Shoe Store

.1 quantity.

Bangor r'oiiiinvici.il.

Fortunate the Woman
Who Knows How To
Break Up a Bad Cold
You Owe It To Your Husband, Your
Children and Yourzalf To Do
Everything In Your Power to Cure
That Stubborn, Deep-Seated Cough.
Frequently a wcuian, wife and motflier of a
large family, suffers tlie agony of a harsh,
flacking cough that noilring seems W relieve.
Her days arc long hours -of misery. broken ny
fits of agonizing coughing
Were il not for
(lie children, slie would keep to her bed,
but they must be dressed and fed and prop
erly cared for.
Her nights bring little re
lief. for she catches only snatches ot sleep.
What a boon this woman would find In
Allen’s Lung Healer, if she only knew hoW
quickly It brings relief to sufferers from deepseated. obstinate coughs.
Thousands who
felt sure that nothing could help them have
been cured by this remarkable remedy In
quick time.
f

Remeniber the name. Allen’s Ming Healer.
Accept nothing else.
It not only breaks up
a bad cougl), "but prevents pneumonia and
other serious bronchial and lung trouble.
Safi* for the smallest child.
•rice
and $1 W a b»d<le
For sale

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND

»

34-tf

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

313-319 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 745-J

START .
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1925.

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTB

March III. April 13—Farmers’ Week at the
Collet'.' of Agriculture.
*
April 1-2 ItockjHirt Benefit Minstrels at
Strand Theatre
April 2 Thonastoii-rlaster Fair at Con
gregational church.
i
Apiil It Knox Count > 1'i-tTF and Game AsBoelatlon batotuet Odd Fellows hall.
April 3 (7.15I Address by A. L. T. Cutnnilnga of Portland. State Secretary of Maine
Chamtn-r of Cunuia-ree, Methodist vestry, aus
pices of Woman’s Educational Club
April :’. Itockport "Cheer
Up Chad.”
Auspices of liunialquas class of Baptist S. S.
at Union hall

Lon Chaney’s masterpiece Is ealdj
to be "The Monster,” which comes to
Strand Theatre for next Friday and
Saturday.

lie

Funeral services for tlie late Mrs.
Mary G. Butlomer will
.held to
morrow afternoon at 2 u'rWrk from
her late home, 20 Clarendon street
Rev. R. H. Hayden of St. Thomas’
church officiating.

The Sons of Veterans jkuxliiary
have their regular circle stipjjer Wed
nesday at the G. A. R. half
The
housekeepers, Mrs. V. F. Studley.
Sunday
Mrs Emma Hall, and Mrs, Amelia
Clinic at (I. A. R. hall.
Knox Chanter, D. A R., McIntosh, will serve a fish chowder
Harry Buffum, Grove afreet. at 6 oclock.

April o Palm
Apiil i: Baby
April i: Latly
meets with Mrs,
April G—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment

The regular monthly meeting of
April 7—-Knox County Supreme Court con
venes.
the Knox C/untf Fish and Game As
April 12 Easier Sunday.
sociation will be held in odd Fel
April It- Baptist Men’s League observes
lows hall, Friday night at 6.3tt> Four
Grand Army night.
April i, "Malt Jong” in Camden Opera reels of pictures will be shown by the
House.
Great Northern Paper Co. Reser
April 17 Address. "Tlie Care of our De
fectives, Delinquents and Dependents,” by vations should be made with Secre
Grube It. Cornish, auapices Wouian’a Educa tary B. W. MadWonald by tomorrow
tional Club at Mcthudist vestry.
night at the latest.
April 13- Jazzanionious High School Benefit
Dance -Thorndike Hotel dining room.
April 22-2.’ -Annuai conference of Metho » Exalted Ruler W Harrison San
dist Enlscopat Churches in Augusta.
born of Rockland Lodge, li. P. O.
April -21 (7,201 Address by Prof. Wilbur Elks, was notified Monday that the
G. Mallett at I’insl Baptist church.
remains of Dr. Byron Miller, a mem
May 10—Mothers’ Itay.

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for the week in
North Atlantic States: Period of
rains first half and another period
latter half; moderate temperature
early part and colder middle and
latter parts.

I)r. James Kent is driving a Hupmobile v^uli sedan.
Victor Grindle of Tenant’s Harbor
Las resigned his position at the Ston
ington Furniture Co.’s store.

While returning from Waldoboro
early Monday morning Basil Winohenhaugh reports seeing five deer in

Dr E. B. Howard is attending a
dental X-ray clinic and demonstra
tion given by the Ritter Manufactur
ing Co-, in Portland this week.
Orel E. Davies has an interesting
nautical instrument at his store and
a perfietly good cigar for anybody
who will tell him the name of it.

A meet Ir.g of the board of managers
of the Hume for Aged Women will
lie held Thursday afternoon at 2.30 at
the home of Mrs. Bertha Staples,
Spring street.

Tlie members of the Lynn General
Electric basketball (cam were de
lighted with the courteeiee extended
to them during fheir visit to Rock
land and Camden last week. They
feel particularly grateful to Mr. and
Mrs. James If. Record, Valentine
Chisholm and John J. Perry.
On his trip to Rockland last week
Harry L. Sanborn motored from
Portland in 3'-a hours, which is con
sidered good going for this season
of the year. He found the dreaded
thoroughfare through Edgecdmb in
turp.'isingly good condition and the
‘Wald'I” a woods" section was be
having nicely.

“Lovers ■ f crepe fruit would lie
filled with regret if they could see it
rutting tender the trees in Florida,”
eaid Cli irlc It. .Moor, who has just
returned from the land of sunshine
and citrus fruits- Visitors are told
to he p theme.ves to all kinds of
fruits that grow there, and in the
stores bushel baskets filled high
wltii grapefruit, are offered at 50
cents. ’.Mr. .Moor found quite a con
trast on the Fall River Line where
25 cents was charged for half a
grapefruit.

Singe religious liberty is
our primal passion, let
the Bible be read, some
portion of it every day in
every schoolhouse in the
land.
—Ku Klux Kian.

>#e.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

IMONTON

TO OUR

DEPARTMENT STORE
412 MAIN STREET,

GOLFERS AND SPORTSMEN
CALL AT OUR SWEATER DEPARTMENT

QUAKER CRAFT NET CURTAINS

And let us show you a line of Sweaters such as never was before
shown in this section of the State.

VOILE, MARQUISETTE and SCRIM CURTAINS; also a large assortment
of Quaker Craft Nets by the yard. Our stock is quite complete for the spring
opening or as it is better known—the semi-annual

We opened yesterday a novelty line of Imported Sweater*, Scotch

and English manufacture, that is entirely new and moat attractive both
in style, color and price.

Golf Hosiery to match—several styles.

HOME CRAFT WEEK

$8.75 -up
Can also be worn by girls if so desired.

Is Rockland
a Hick Town?

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

ber of San Luis Obispo Lodge. N'o.
32. would arrive on the train, and he
Rockland Encampment will have a
immediately arranged for a commit
tee to meet and escort the remains drill meeting Thursday night.
The funeral will be held in"T3outh
Thomaston.
TheThorndlkeHoteldlningroom will
he the scene of a dancing party April
John L. Thomas, proprietor of the 13 under the direction of Mrs. E. M.
Star bowling alleys, left yesterday O'Neil and l^re. Roy L. Knowlton.
for Bangor salmon pool, where he The objective of the affair is to ob
will enjoy a week or two of fishing, tain funds with which to buy the
and where in bowling parlance, he i« piano for the gym at the New High
quite sure to make a “strike ” Harry School
The Thorndike JazzamonPhillips will be in charge of the ious Orchestra which made such a hit
alleys In his absence, and will en at the Forty Club dinner will pro
deavor to get back into championship vide the music.
form.
A supper is being planned for
Charles T. Daggett, who has been Saturday night at the Congregational
clerking at the Kittredge Pharmacy, vestry. It is extraordinary from sev
has gone to his home in Worcester. eral angles. It will be a four-course
Mass-, before taking up his net^ baked bean affair with music by a
duties in another Maine town. Mr. good orehestrp. while you eat. It is
Daggett made may friends here and also dignified by being a Senior
will be especially missed in bowling supper, arranged and served by the
circles! as he was one of the stars noted group of Senior girls who
of the City League the past winter. have made this year a lively one at
J. H. Wiggin succeeds him tem Rockland High. The public is in
porarily at the Kittredge store.
vited.

Ralph Wentworth, who has been
foreman at the Street Railway car
barn many years, concluded-his work
Xjth the Central Maine Power Co.
Saturday night, and will ’build a
garage near the Hoboken schoolhouse in Rockport. Joseph Young,
also employed at the car barn, will
be associated with him. buf-trill not
leave his present duties for two
weeks. The vacancies are not to lie
filled for the present.

Friday, April 3. the stated assembly
of King Hiram Council, will be held
at Masonic Temple, Opening at 4
o’clock sharp. All of tlie degrees will
be conferred during the afternoon and
evening. At 6.30 p. m. supper will be
served in the banquet hall by Golden
Rod Chapter. At 8 o’clock labor will
lie resumed, for the beautiful S. E. M.
degree. At this time the band will
give a short concert. Companion
Carver has got the Patrol in better
shape than ever and It will give their
Among the matters which will beautiful drill during the work.
come up for action at next Monday
From far-off Honolulu comes a
nigh/’s meeting of the City Govern
for the
ment will be the purchase of the word of commendation
snow tractor. During the latter part workers on Community Fair and the
of the winter a machine was brought new High School project and with it
here on trial, and did good work in was a royal wish in the shape of a
Rockland and vicinity. But gio more check for 315. The donors were
snow came—not enough to obstruct Mary, Martha and Jessie Hall, for
roads, however, and it did not get so merly of this city and graduates of
much of a trial as could have been Rockland High School. Some slight
wished. Mayor Snow and other delay was made in the delivery of
members of the City Goqa-rnment Mary's tickets due to the fact that
would l,e pleased to hear fioJJi inter the envelope was addressed “Mary
ested citizens before the tractor is Hall. Honolulu " Possible the com
mittee forgot that Honotimi is a city
cither accepted or rejected.
of ov6r 160,000. The check was di
rected to the gymnasium equipment
Earle R. Conant is the most in
fund nnd brings the total of the
quisitive young man in Rqckland
Parent-Teacher Association quota on
this week, but It pays him to be, for that project to $1984.42. Just $15.58
Uncle Sam has deputized him to
short of the $2000 goal. Congratula
make the farm census on which fore
tions, Mrs. President Flanagan.
casts for the next five years will be
based- In his district, which" com
Chemical 1 has been a busy ma
prises the city of Rockland, there are
chine since her companion truck has
listed 67 farms of three acres or
been in Portland. In addition to the
more. The blanks intended for cen
fires already recorded a run was
sus use the country over contain 158
made at 1? Pacific street Saturday
questions, but for thi* particular lo
evening where a smudge fire in a
cality the average will not be more
mattress made things took bad, but
than 50 to a person. John Altonen is
a single stream eliminated the dan
doing similar work for Rockport
and Camden, Arthur Clark handles ger with damage little in excess of
$100. It was started by ashes from
Hope, Union. Owl’s Head and South
a neglected pipe. The tenement was
Thomaston, while Mr. Anderson has
occupied by Forrest A. Messengei
Thomastonand owned by L. F. Chase. Two
features may be noted. The appa
ratus proceeded easily through the
crowded traffic only to* find the box
abandoned, and a search was neces
sary before the blaze was located.
The other point was the satisfaction
expressed by insurance men that
Chief Havener's boys handled the
blaze with so little damage from fire
or water. It doesn’t mean that tons
of water are flooding a building be
cause hose lines run in. Each line Is
equipped with a shut-off. and as In
the case of this fire, very little actual
water need be used except 4n dire
necessity- . Late Saturday night
came the hot blaze at the power sta
tion and Sunday came a particularly
stubborn chimney fire at the Broad
way residence of R. U. Clark which
kept the crews busy an hour- The
extreme height of the roof necessi
tated the use of the horse-drawn
hook and ladder truck which delayed
the tussle severaljninutes.

We invite

When we were purchasing our

your inspection

Spring Shirts from the Con

Visit our

The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary
are to give a whist party at the GA. R. hall Tuesday evening.

gress

Drapery

Early the coming season the Cen
tral Maine Power Co- plans to extend
its power line from Tenant's Harbor
to Port Clyde.

tain line of special novelties

Dr F. B- Adams who has been
making an extended stay on the
West COast arrived hameztast night,
much refreshed by a well earned va
cation.

Shirt

that gentleman displayed a cer

April 6 is the day of the baby clinic
which will be held in the G. A. R.
hall, and which mother with babies
and children under five years of age
are urged to attend. An admission
of 25 cents to each mother who can
pay will be charged to help cover
the cost of the hall.
Dr. Warren
Sanborn ot Augusta will be the at
tending physician.

The week’s special services which
closed at the Baptist church Sundaynight have been marked by uniform
ly large congregations and develop
ed an encouraging degree of s|*ritual interest. The church members
have loyally supported Rev. Mr.
Browne in the campaign and count
upon seeing the church rewarded at
Easter time by a considerable ac
cession In membership.
C. II. Lawry who has a little
Weather Bureau of his own. reports
that the average temperature for
March was 32 plus, as against an
average oA 27 for the corresponding
month a year ago (which was the
warmest for years.) The warmest
morning (March 221 it was 42 above:
and the coldest morning (March 3) it
was 8 above Rain fell on 11 days,
snuig on three, and there were six
foggy days. ‘‘All signs jndicate a cold
and backward April, with possible
(lurries of snow.” says the C. M. L
Weather Bureau.

When Mr. and Mrs. Charles I).
Lindsey attended services at the Baptsit church Sunday evening they
parked their Ford coupe, according
to their usual habit, in front of the
chapel on Sunymer street, in com
pany with a string of other cars.
Then they took part In the evening
services, shook hands with numerous
friends and went for their car. It’s
a benumbing experience to go for
your car which you left in line with
other cars, and find it gone—like a
front tooth out. Jtr. Lindsey, after
that sensation, immediately notified
the police and Traffic Officer Went
worth. who instituted a search which
was protracted till after midnight,
with no results, but next morning Mr.
Wentworth found the car near the
corner of Maverick and- Frederick
streets, sunk to the hubs in the mud.
Mr. Lindsey had locked his car
switch and had the key in his pocket,
but tho thief had some way of evad
ing the lock.

Department
Let us

and said with a well meant

show you

word of caution—

“I’d go careful on these if I

New Curtains

were you—these patterns were

of quality

only

meant
william Wiliamson of Augusta
again has the lease of Oakland Park i
for this season, and will have a Bos- !
ton orchestra under the direction of
AI- Spalding. The name of the Park
manager has not been announced.

representative—

for

the hugest

were

stunning—

all

cities.”

moderately
The

shirts

priced

and instead of being careful—

we bought a carload.'

|

‘‘Rockland isn't a hick town,”

Your needs are adequately
met in these assortments.
All Seeds Warranted

Congress Spring Shirts—
$2.50 and $3

Beautiful New Neckwear

W. A. Kennedy will reopen his con
fectionery store at the Brook tomor
row and friends and patrons will find
that a remarkable transformation
has taken place since t’.ie recent fire.
The plant has been modernized in
every particular.

Gregory’s

All That's Good To Eat
Come Everybody

Congregational Vestry

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.

5:00 to 7.00 P. M..

DENTIST

C’mon Up*

We wish to extend our sincere thanks to
our kind friends and neighbors for '(heir
kindness anti beautiftil floral tributes, during
the recent illness and death of our loved one.
Charles Shadie, Mrs. F. J Orbeton, Jr.,
.Mrs. Blanche Swan.

1855

1925

:: Memorials::

CARD OF THANKS

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

The Junior Girls of the High School extend
thanks to all those who assisted in their
food sale held Saturday, Fe’h 21. especially
Fuller-Cobh-Davis for the use ot their store.

WALDOBORO, ME.
BORN

DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

: : Music by the : :

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
ROCKLAND. ME.
I9tf

Senior Orchestra
39-41

Thompson Deer Isle, March 2ft. to Mr.
•uni Mrs. Kllee Thompson, a daughter—Marie
Alexandra
Howard—Union. March 29, lf> Mr. and
j .Mrs. John Howard, a daughter.
Norwood— Hope. March 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Norwood, a son.—-Ear|f, Jr.

STRAND THEATRE

CARD OF THANKS

We wish <to extend our sincere thanks to
our friends and neighbors who were so
thoiigutliil and kind to ’u during the recent
Illness and death of our dear husband and
father; also for the otau.tirul floral rioutes
Mrs Florence Dyer and family
Owl’s Head, 'Maine.
•

Thursday

Rockport Minstrels-The Season's Hit
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, ALBERT R. ADAMS

INTERLOCUTOR, HARRY C. MacDONALD
END MEN

Walter Nutt

Twin Richards

True Spear

Leon Poland

CIRCLE

CLASSY CIRCLE

Avis Cox
Jeff Maxey
Bertha Thurston
Bill Munroe
•

Myrtle Philhrook
Mary Braun

Margaret Crockett, Mcrl Richards, Helen Small, Cora Robbins,
Effie Robarts, Doris Wentworth, Margaret Adams, Della
Larson, Mabel <Daucett, Bert Richards. Angie Welt, Ted
Perry, Patchy Saville, Cuddy Curtis, C.enie Belyea, Ruth
Belyea, Doris Heald, Prent Aylward, Mrs. Danglers.

w

HERE/’S A TIP

You’d belter watch out

INCIDENTAL SONGS

for those

MERRY
END MEN

.All Alone........................................ .....------------- ..... .......... Avis Cox

With lots of

UVE STUNTS
in

In Our Fine, Newly Finished and Equipped

AN

Store at The Brook
Since the fire our establishment has been rebuilt from end to end
and equipped with the very latest ideas in Sanitary, Progressive
Retail Confectionery and Cigar Store.
WE WILL WELCOME OLD AND NEW FRIENDS

W. A. KENNEDY

A CO.

Hard Hearted Hannah .................... ............. ...
. Bill Munroe
Go Long Mule
............................... ........ ;___
Leon Poland
Under the Water ............................................. ■Myrtle Philhrook
Memory Lane
........................ ...... ............. .... Bertha Thurston
O Sole Mffi
-----------------..... —— ..... Herliert Maxey
Patsy ......—.................... —..................................... ... .... Mary Braun
June Night
................................................ Lawrence Richards
Birmingham Bound ................................................ --------- True Spear
Blue Eyed Sally
..........................................
Walter Nutt
OLIO
Radio Broadcasting Station WHAT? Rockland, Me.
Dr. J. A. Richan, Announcer
Irish Melodies
................................................... •....... Billie Burke

For they’ll sure spring a

JOKE ON YOU

Scene.

ORIGINAL .
A

0U0

ROCKLANO, ME.

WE WISH TO THANK our customers,
both old and new, for their patronage dur
ing our Dollar Sale last week; and to re
mind them that we have also good values
to offer EVERY DAY.

E. B. HASTINGS

SENIOR SUPPER
Saturday, April 5

KNOWLTON’S
(Formerly COBB’S)

Boll Webster got a strangle hold
DIED
on his old enemy rheumatism, the
LM'illcr—‘Han Luis Obispo, Calif March
Dr.
Byron
Miller,
aged
18 years ' Interment
last of the week, andi yesterday
South Thomaston.
gain found him In charge of his in Heal
—Camden, March 30. Emery M Heal,
Canteen store in tile American aged GO years, 2 months, 30 days.
Legion building. Debating has been
resumed.
CARO OF THANKS

55c to $1.50

CHIPPER CHORUS

WE OPEN TOMORROW

468 MAIN STREET.

|

Let’s see who was right.

' 'i

E

RUGS

F. J. SIMONTON CO-

The Shirts are here—

TO BELIEVE

1

VERY package of our
choice Field and Gar
den Seeds is guaranted to
produce real Blue Ribbon
winning crops. Of course,
there is a reason—every
Seed is carefully selected
and must bear our severe
tests before offered for sale.

LINOLEUM

CHORUS

THE CROPS
I

HEW

we told him.

CHOICE SEEDS
BRING HOME

ROCKLAND

PRICES 25c, 35c, 50c
For Children, balcony, 10c

Bound to be

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

Juvenile Song and Dance
Virginia Noyes and Doris Wellman
Novelty Song
................................................... Bert Richards
Fun In file Lunch Room ......................... ..... . Philhrook and Perry
Saxophone Solo
........................................... -....... _ Ashley Nutt
Dancer Extraordinary ..................................................... Doris Heald
Duet
Herbert Maxey, Bertha Thurston
School Girl Blues- Dance Sketch .............................. Belyea Sisters
Clog Dance ...................................... ..................... John Dan Shepherd
Comedy Song ................................... .................... 'fed Perry and Girls
Duet
........................ Margaret Crockett and Angie Welt
Comedy Trio
. Patchy Saville. Cuddy Curtis, Trent Aylward
FINALE

GREAT SHOW
When Rockland, Rockport

and Camden talent
combines

COMING Friday-Saturday, ION CHANEY in “The Monster"

Page
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TOURING THE SOUTH !

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

! STOMACH MISERY,
GAS, INDIGESTION

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PU2ZL5
When the correct letters are placed iu the white apace* thl* piiiule
Will spell word* both vertically and hortaontally. The first letter In each
Word t* Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed below
the paxzle. Thun No. 1 under the column bended “horlsontnl” defines u
word which will fill the white spaces up to the flrnt black square to the
right, and n number under •‘vertical*’ defines a word which will fill the
white squares to the next black one below. No lcttcas go hi the black
spaces.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper names.
Abbreviations, slang, Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms are
Indicated In the definitions.

t “Pape’s Diapepsin” Corrects

Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Sim-,
mons Meet Up With Home
Folks—Hot In St. Peters
burg.

MOTHER!
Clean Child's Bowels

ROCKVILLE
I

Mrs. John Ranlett returned Tues
day night from Boston.
Carl Nelson, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett
through the winter, has bought a
Dodge couf)e.
Miss Lottie Ewell is spending the
week in Portland, the guest of Mrs.
A. H. Ricker.
Miss Gladys Hunter of Rockland
was -the guest of Miss Faroline Barrows Tuesday.
Mrs. Percy Fisk was called to
Thomaston Wednesday, her mother
being seriously ill.
Miss Mabel Oxton was in town
Thursday calling on old friends and
nieghbors.
This community is very sorry to
hear that Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald
have lost their habv girl.
Miss Faroline Barro’ws is enjoying
her week’s vacation from High School
in Rockland.
She will graduate in
June.
Charles Porter who has been in
Silsby Hospital all winter, is improv

COLOR IT NEW WITH

“DIAMOND DYES”

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND

Beautiful home
dyeing and tinting
is guaranteed with
Diamond Dyes.
Just dip in cold
water to tint soft,
delicate shades, or
boil to dye rich,
jiennanent ' colors.
Each 15-eent pack
age contains di
rections s<f simple
any woman can
dye or tint lin
gerie, silks, ribbons, skirts, waists,
dresses', eoats, stocking^, sweaters,
draperies, coverings, hangings, every
thing new.
Buy "Diamond Dyes”—no other
kind and tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to color is wool
or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods.

WINTER ARRANGES!**!?
(Subject to change without notiee)

IN EFFECT 540 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette
8. 1924.
“California Fig Syrup” is
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
We left Boston, Dec. 17, and had
at
5.30
AM
for
Stonington, North Haven,
j
at Once
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
a compartment to Fort Pierce, with
Dependable Laxative for
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
“Pape’s Diapepsin” is the quickest, out change, making the trip in IS
Swan’s Island.
Fort Pierce is on the Indian
surest relief for indigestion, gases, houi^.
Sick Children
B. B. STINSON,
flatulence, heartburn, sourness, fer River East Coast.”
We stayed
General Agent.
Rockland, Maine. Oct. 6, 1924.
mentation or stomach distress caused there six weeks and ai;» td»d the fair
J<?
by acidity. A few tablets give almost at Vero t\vo days.
;z
Went to *West
immediate stomach relief. Correct Palm Beach and Palm Beach by auto
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD I
Eastern Standard Time
your stomach and digestion now for and motored from there north along
'
Trains Leave Rockland for
a few cents. Druggists sell millions the Indian River to Indian River
Augusta, A57 00 a. m., t7.30 a m., fl.lOp. tn.’
of packages.
City; thence across the State *o
Bangor, A§7 (H)a. m., t7.30a. m., fUOp. m. j
17
Tampa, with a stop-over in Orlando
Boston. A17 tKJa. ni , t7.3Oa. m.. tl-IOp.m. |
Brunswick, A§7.00a.m., |7.30a.m., 11.10p.m.,
one night at the JCieuport Hotel. We
|5.30
p. in. '
i
AROUND THE PLANT stayed in Tampa at Hotel De Sola for
ir
Lewiston. A §7 00 a. m., f7.30 a. m., 11.10 p. nt.
New
York.
+1.10
p.
in.
a week and went to the fair two daysPortland, AJ7.00 a. m., |7.30 a. m., tl-10 p. in.,
13“
Six Pets Made a Record Last This was one of the greatest fairs
15.30 p. m.
we ever saw and we have seen some.
Waterville. A 17.00a m., t7 30a.m., tl 10p.m.
Week — Other Bulletin We looked up Fred G. Snow of
ing.
Woolwich, A§7.00a.m., 17.30a.m., tL!0p. ra.,
|5.30 p. m.
i
There are many bad cases of colds,
Rockland, who spends his winters in
Briefs.
t Daily, except Sunday.
grippe and pneumonia in adjoining
Tampa.
He was surprised and
Quarries
A
Passengers
provide
own
ferriage
Bath
to
Wool

CITY Of ROCKLAND
3Y
towns.
We motored to
wich.
I
Three hard rock quarries are oper pleased to see us.
There will be no smelts until the
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. IIARRIS,
St.
Petersburg
across
the
Gandy
Regulations and License of Dogs and Protec* 9-28
ating.
24 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen 1 Passenger Agt,
ice
goes
out
of
the
pond.
tion of Sheep.
Rulph Staples and Haruld Darling Bridge which is six miles long, toll
The friends here of Mrs. Frank B.
Every owner or keeper, on the first day of
There are 500 cars crossing
are two new men In the hard rovk $1.50.
April,
of
a
dog
more than four months old,
Miller
of
Rockland
regret
to
hear
this bridge daily.
Some days the
ts
2 crew.
44
shall annually before the tenth day of said
that she is seriously ill.
toll
reaches
as
high
as
$10,000.
The
April,
cause
It
to.be
registered, numbered, de
"Reddy” Gillis, who has been out
I^atest news from Mr. and Mrs. scribed and licensed for one year commencing
We came back
during the winter, is back again on stock is paying s
Always call a physician.
with
tin*
first
day
of
April aforesaid, in the
Oscar Carroll who are travelling in
to Tampa by the old route, which is
hard rock 1.
•
of the clerk and shall keep around its
tlie South and West, says that they office
Until
his arrival use
62
miles.
The
Gandy
Bridge
cuts
neck a collar distinctly marked with the own
William Ring of Warren has re
expect to he home the middle of er’s name and its registered number, and shall
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D II GLIDDE.N. Agent
The group started that evening and has two positions in view but has
Intestinal Worms
land.
36-T-41
Vinalhaven
never missed one. These gatherings not decided yet which he will take.
Rev. Bessie Crowell gave a splendid
Insurance
ako pin worms—sometimes called seat were with first one family then tile
John Smith, who has been in the
talk Sunday night on "Jerusalem.’
NATIONAL DEN FRANKLIN FIRE INSURSuccessor to A. J. Sreklne 4k Co
ANCE CO..
worms—are often troublesome in child next and the next—Just a merry go Knox Hospital for treatment for wa
She spent some time in the Holy City
Pittsburgh, Pa.
phonograph music and pi ter on the knee resulting from injury
and gave such vivid word scenes tf
417 MAIN ST................ ROCKLAN
hood, and the caus^ ot much anxiety to round.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1 24
at tlie gas kilns, is out again after
ano
solos
were
much
enjoyed
and
re

Real
Estate
..............................
what
she
paw
there
that
it
will
no
.$ 221.000 4(
many parents who have not suspected
Mortgage Loatis ........................ . 1.161.894 42
freshments served.
Tile- last night an eight-day treatment and expects
doubt
leave
a
lasting
impression
on
the cause of the symptoms that disturb
Stocks and Bonds ................ . 2.813.821 21
to return to work next week
He
H.M. deROCHEMONT
was radio night.
the minds of her audience. All re
Cash in Office and Btfnk
. .. . . /. 409,091 2«
the health of their children.
Sunday was a blue ribbon day. wishes to express through the Bulle
gret there were so few out to hear it.
Agents’ Balances ....................
561.373 11
106 PLEASANT STREET
Bills Receivable ....................
Fretfulness, loss of appetite or too much ■Mrs. Hilt served chicken dinner with tin his appreciation of tlie efficiency
1.836 30
The Ladies’ Aid of the CongregnInterest and Rents ............
of the company doctor, ami io es
56.414
4b
all
the
goodies
that
go
with
it
topped
tioqnl church will meet with Mrs.
appetite at times, feverishness, disturbed
All other Assets ......................
27,828 62
PLUMBING HEATING
pecially thank his fellow workmen for
Fred E. Burkett for an all day ses
sleep, restlessness and gritting the teeth off with )*-s and cake. The dinner the many favors bestowed during his
party was to celebrate F. O. Hilt’s
sion on Thursday, April 2. Picnic
TEL. 244-W
in sleep ate often noticed, in the little birthday making tlie gentleman one illness.
Deduct Hcma not admitted ....
39.446 51
dinner. Ail are Invited.
llT-tf
Only eight more days remain for
ones, and these disturbing symptoms week younger hut that just suited
Thursday’s picture program at
Admitted Assets...................... .$3,252,913 31
the
Rockport
plant
to
complete
a
noTown
hall
will
feature
Monty
Ranks
him
as
well
as
ihj
gifts
he
received.
should not be allowed td continue.
LIABILITIES, DEC 31 1924
is the wet weather
lost-time injury record for an entire
and Helen Ferguson in "Racing
Net Unpaid Losses .................. .$ 428.710 73
If wurms P.^U^TWOoh'S M&cine’S The two Mrs. Beals took charge in
service uniform
SIMMONS
&
HAMMONC
yea
r.
Luck.
”
—
a
cyclone
of
fun
and
ad

1
rnrarnol
Pn-nduma ................ . 3.208,084 07
the evening and served a vfery dainty
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Manufactu
for the regular men
All other Liabilities ................
Eight days lost In five years, ex
111.590 97
venture- l-'ull of thrills and gasps
lunch.
Cash
Capital
............................ . 1,000,000 00
Attorney and Counselor at
Portland, - cepting the lay-offs, was the record
who
make
every
and fun enough <o last the balance
Surplus oyer all Liabilities ... . 501.127 56
day count?
Law
of the season. Manager Prescott
Try Three Crow Ground Nutmeg of Dump-King Feyler of the quar
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$5452,813 31 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
J A.J.TOWER CO. BOSTON
says you won’t need a spring tonic
jin the new patent sifter top can.— ries before his recent grippe attack
Qc«r
jo
E.
C.
MORAN
A
CO.,
Agentu
lasting
12
days.
L F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me
after the show.

t
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Every-Other-Day

into any further details regarding the
THE SIMONTON HEIFER CLUB
developments of the investigations
now going on, but I am taking the
liberty to hand out a little cheap ad
(By R. Waldo Tyler)
Poor receiving conditions have vice to the “spark coil’’ boys right Whole State Is Watching the Successful Experiment of
Keep your spark coils off the
shown a tendency to decrease the now.
Rockport Boys—The Knox-Lincoln Record.
usual interest in radio during the past antenna, and if you want code prac
few weeks and while there is no ex tice come to my shop over the ex
planation it is safe to say that on the press oflice and I will show you how
If tlie Simonton Heifer Club were used in preference to that tried in
whole there were more good nights to make a buzzer set that will answer
located in Arizona instead of Knox other sections., where young calves
last summer than there have been the purpose just as well.
• • • •
Under the plan of the
County it would probably be regard are reared.
this winter.
Not only have atmos
II have found from observation that ed with awe by local readers but— Simonton Club the boys have pro
pherics been against us, but local dis
turbances which as yet have not been the terms “selective” and “critical” “a prophet is without honer, etc.” ducing animals shortly after pur
traced have also added ^nuch to the with relation to receiving sets have The simple facts show that a small chase.
HC22
The club members include Law
discomfort of radio listeners, and been generally misunderstood. Just group of boys between 10 and 17
now comes the report from local what is termed a selective receiver year:- oi age, have each acquired a rence Miller, Harvey Simonton, Ed
fans that there are several spark eoils Is a question which is put to me often. heifer in ills own right, tended it, die Marcello, Owen Cavuuuugli, and
The boys range in
Selectivity in a receiving set is brought il to maturity, kept accurate Alton Keene.
on. the air right here in Rockland.
• It does not seem possible that there perhaps the most desirable quality to
could he anyone' so thoughtless as to obtain, and in the new Circuits this
Black, Green or Mixed Blends.
put spark eoils on an antenna just is obtained without any sacrifice in
for tlie simple satisfaction of send volume, which is another desirable
Selectivity means the ability
v
ing or receiving a little code prac point.
here from Massachusetts.
tice. I have not noticed this partic of a receiver to tune in clearly and
PORT
CLYDE
•
Mrs. William Robbins is sick.
ular interference, but it must be so without interference a certain sta
/
Mrs. Rose Ulmer and Melba Ulmer
Miss Beatrice Freeman Iq quite ns a great many have asked me about tion which Is separated by only a few
have returned home after spending 111.
meters
from
another
station
of
equal
After
eating
or
smoking
it lately. What a\e we going to do
the winter in Rockland.
Mr. Custer of Cambridge, Mass., about it?
or even greater power.
Safe to sa^
Wrigley’s freshens the
Mr. and -Mrs Elmer Pease have re Is spending a few weeks in the vll
there are scores of receiving sets
turned from Massachusetts, where lage.
right
here
in
Rockland
that
cannot
mouth and sweetens the breath.
Last Wednesday in the Chamber of
they have spent the winter. Mr.
Schools closed Friday for a week’s Commerce rooms there was held a separate KDKA from WBZ or WBZ
Pease has opened up his barber shop. vacation.
from
WGY.
Mj^
opinion
is
that
it
meeting of several men interested in
* Rodney Davis who has been con
Mrs. Hazel Hupper has returned radio to see what could be done for is these receivers mostly that cause
So easy to carry the little
fined to his home by illness, is able from a visit in Massachusetts.
bet.er reception here in Rockland and much of the regenerative whistling
packet in your pocket ? So
to be out again.
A general invitation is extended to the surrounding towns- These men in this locality, because of the fact
Mr. and Mrs. William Towle -of the many friends of Rev. John Hol discussed the problems of interfer that the operators of such sets are
important to have when the
Massachusetts have been in the vil man to attend the* wedding recep- ence and appointed a chairman, and obliged to run their sets in oscilla
mouth needs cleansing and
lage recently.
on given to Mr. and Mrs. Holman plans were laid to at least determine tion to make them the most selective.
freshening !
Chester Marshall of Somerville it the parsonage at South Hiram. if possible what can he done by such The oscillation peak of an incoming
Mass, spent Sunday with relatives. Mr. Holman was former pastor of a local board, if it receives tlie co wave is the most sensitive point of
Odors of dining or smoking
He is having woii- done at his place the A. C. church here and has the operation of the surrounding towns a regenerative set.
Just below the
WWj/eyJ' It more
a
on Lands End.
be t wishes of many friends' in this The point of discussion was primarily oscillating point it will he found that
quickly disappear-teeth are
than a street-lit a
Mrs- Addie Kelso has returned vicinity.
if the set is an out of date, nonintended to be a remedy for code in
brightly burnished. Smiles
home after spending the winter in
positive benefit.
lerference from spark stations, but selective affair the programs of the
just naturally conte because
Massachusetts.
nearby
stations
will
break
through
as
the
meeting
progressed
other
SOUTH
UNION
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South
Many doctors and
nerves are soothed. throat is
The pupil. of South Union school IMiints were brought up and it would and disturb the otherwise good mu
Hiram spent a few days with her
If one must cling to a regen
dentists recom
gave the following program March not surprise me at all if some young sic.
refreshed,
the
stomach
relieved
mother, Mrs. Arkan Hupper who has
27. in oh ervatice of Temperance men who decide to do their code erative set whiy not have one that
mand It.
been ill. but is copvalescent.
and digestion aided.
Day: Atneric . school: Account of practice oh the air with a spark coll will separate these stations clearly?
Mrs. Jessie Ingerson and daughtei
The
Haynes
or
the
new
three
circuii
will
sooner
or
lately
receive
a
call
V.’, C. T. I.’., Helene Carll; Talk on
Alice left Thursday for a visit in
A Simonton Heifer Club Unit
Fiances Wilier I. Laura Wallace; from an unexpected visitor from the will do it nicely.
Attlyboro, Mass^
• ♦ • ♦
Bloeraphy of Neal Dow, Wallace office of the District Radio Inspec
Mrs. Ruth Benner Thompson and Crelgbti n; Gov. Baxter’s Letter to tor in Boston.
The term “critical” means that a
It is doubtful if tlie
three children from Matinicus are School i ::: in n. Charles Davis; An Rockland interference Board would set is so extremely sharp as to make records of all receipts and of money 1 rect control of Prof. Lester H. Rhibles
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs- Act to I .ovid" for Temperance Day, care to see any of our young men tuning difficult.
A set with a great expended and each lias made real i of Rockport and Orono, State Cltil:
I Leader of tlie Co-operation Extension
Sherman Benner.
many
controls
is
usually
critical be money in the process.
Maurice
l.eich:
recitation—“Our dealt with harshly liut if the radio
These boys are all natives of Si- | Work in Agriculture and Home EconHr. Hahn of Friendship made calls Heroes," Boland Davis,
cause
the
changing
of
one
capacity
inspector should come here and catch
oniics, Agricultural College, U. of M
in the village recently.
»' Inductance in the least often has monton’s Corner, Rockport, and tlieir
a few spark coil experimenters the
Some idea of the growth of these
efforts
have
been
directed
by
State
The little child of Merle Davis is
i
effect
upon
some
other
control
Board would be helpless in keeping
clubs over the State is shown from
APPLETON RIDGE
seriously ill with pneumonia. He is
the set so thVit readjustment is
them from the penalty of the law. I
the following comparative table:
Mr. and Mrs- W. M. Newbert at
attended by Dr. Hall.
Only the other d^y I
am- not permitted at this time to 4o necessary.
Catherine Andrews was a guest of tended the funeral of Jesse Went
1925
1921
wired the batteries onto a set for a
worth Thursday afternoon.
Mrs- Alma Andrews Sunday.
172
Twill ............................... . 100
man on Pleasant street.
This was
A s<mg service was held at the
Langdon Hall who attends Coburn
181
30
Aroostook .....................
one of those sets of many controls,
DR.
JAMES
KENT
309
Classical Institute in Waterville is church Friday evening wirh |5 pres
Cumberland ................. . 27 B
and had been bought at good sized
ent.
attending the vacation at home.
92
Franklin .........................
expense to take the place of one of
Osteopath
Mis« Ava Gushee of Castine
424
Herbert Kwell of Willard ha in held
84
Hancock ........................
our regenerative squealers
After
the service tn the Advent church Normal School is spending h short ?8 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND tuning for about 15 minutes 1 ob
Kennebec .......................
74
167
vacation with her mother, T Mrs.
154
Sunday morning.
Knox-Lincoln .............
70
tained WBZ with about two-tube vol
Telephone 323
36-tf
1]
Capt. Larkin has moved his family Grace Brown.
< ixford ...........................
ume on four-tubes and then left the
114
Penobscot ...................... „
55
man to his misery. The next time I
64
Piscataquis ..................
78
saw him he had disconnected the big
140
Somerset ....................... . 152
set and bad gone back to the squeal
103
Waldo .............................. .
7G
er.
174
Washington .................. .
11
46
York ....................................
83
.•
■ *:
The Xeutrodyne is a lfighly selec
tive set of the non-critical type and
F9
State ............................... . 1324
2151
is one of the most efficient receivers
It will be noted that the Knox Lintoday.
This type of receiver ha a
coin group shows a very healthful
therefore become very popular and
The best equipped plant in this section of the
record.
The club activities ha
the neutrodyne is still the biggest
been manifested here in the various
seller.
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
needle craft, canning, gardening, etc.
My new favorite, the Browningshows held in local churches.
Th
Drake, is one of the most efficient Re
Write, phone or call now for Spring Delivery
1925 exhibit will he held in Uamden
ceivers that I have ever seen. This
instead of Rockland.
set is selective to the point that four
stations are available between KDKA
The success of the Simonton group
and WBZ when all are in operation Lester H. Shibles, State Club Leader has been such that its records are
and live stations come in clearly be
being studied by boys in oth^
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
tween WBZ and YVK»Y.
My tests ment and know every angle of the counties, for it is the only club tha
were made with this receiver when game. At a recent meeting held on adopted the experiment with fairly
Telephone Connection
only the Eastern stations were oper the dairy farm of Iialph W. Cripps well developed animals instead
T-tf
EAST
UNION, MAINE
UNION ASSURANCE SOCIETY, LIMITED ating and all stations were brought the hoys, one by one, took specimens calves.
NIAGARA FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
of London. England
123 William Street. New York, N. Y.
in on the loud speaker.
On the of his fine, blooded stock, showed the
New York, N. Y.
II4-516 Avenue, New York. N. Y.
ASSETS* DEC 31, 1924
AK-tt.TS DEC. 31. l’l’l
Browning-Drake there arc two tuning good points and commented on the
.. .$ J88.100 00
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
Real ?**•» ..................................* !>?• .»• »<♦ Mortgage Loan*
The left hand control is various indicatory signs.
Stocks
and Bonds .........................$2,494,396 00 controls.
Experi
...15,806,063
00
Stocks
and
Bonds
Mo-t-o* - Leans .............................
191,6.41 mi
... 729 804 87 (a ll in Office ami Bank ....... 266.192 92 the antenna inductance and the right enced cattlemen present marvelled at
. 6 838,9'8 00 | C«nsh in Office and Bank
Kt**-'? and Bonds .............
...
I,7tf0
035
15
Agent,
’
Balances
..........................
333,698
76
442.531 33 A nts’ Ba'ances ..........
('a h in Office and Bank .
hand control is the wave length or the keen judgment of the young
2,079 55
33,396 54 Bills Receivable ............................
Agents* Balances ...........................
670.810 86 Pills Receivable
The right hand breeders. This Somonton system is
26,858 00 ’‘regenoformer.”
9,272 37 Interest and Rents ......................
Interest and Beats .......................
*'* Interest and Kents
943185 35 All other Assets ..........................
11,713 35 dial remains constant throughout the age from 10 years, which is the mini
All other Assets ...........................
75,453 02 All other Assets ..
entire range of wave lengths whether mum permitted, to 17 and all have
.$3,134,938 58
Gross Assets .......................
Gro .s Assets .................. . .. .$19,666,717 28
Cross Assets ..............................$9,173,820 72
15,119 26 a hundred-foot antenna is used or shown- a sustained inierest in the
72,931 69 Deduct Items not admitted
Deduct Items not admitted ....
7,790 38 Deduct Items not,admitted ...
only a ten-foot one.
I get my first project.
The Simonton Heifer Club
Admitted Assets ........................ $3,119,819 32 station with the dials set at “Left-O, is one of many young people’s clubs
Admitte<l Assets ................ .$18.996.765 59
Admitted Assets .......................$9,166,«ti4 34
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1924
(LIABLLlTtES D1X’. : I. 1924
'Ll ABILITIES DEC 31, 1924
Right-5.” This is station WSAJ on over the State which are under dino N’et unpaid Lasses ...................... $ 296,751 00
N’et Unpaid Losses ................
Net Unpaid Losses .......................$ 731,987 71
229 meters, and I have the entire
S P ECIAL
Unearned Premiums ..................... 4.171,353 55 Uucatned Premiums .............. .. 9.695,415 56 Unearned Premiums .................. 2,036,477 60 range at my disposal from there up.
586.666 66 All other Liabilities ..................
56,500 00
All other LlabiH’.Ies
............
453,712 05 All other Liabilities ..............
The
range
from
this
setting
to
the
so that neither interferes with the
Cash Capital ................................. 1.500.000 00 ( a 4i Capltnl ............................. . . 3.660,666 66 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 736,090 72
wave length of WGY is 161 meters other. Such a set may be truly
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 2,008.971 03 SurpliLs over a41 Lfabilities . .. 5.669,428 69
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$3,119,819 32 and in testing the set for selectivity
termed selective, and this is why it
Total Liabilities andSunp’us
$9,106,024 34 Total Liabilities and Surplus .$18,9i«,765 59
I secured 17 stations between the may be relied up to to fetch in the DX
l
PHILADELPHIA FIRE A MARINE INSUR two, the dials reading Left 2^!6,
My first reception of station KGO at
The Type-A Sedan has alway s ranked
ANCE CO.
Right 25 for station WGY. After 11 Oakland, Calif., was done with a
ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia. Pa.
New York. N. Y.
of Edinburgh. Scotland
p. m., seven or eight more stations Frowning-Drake when station KDKA
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1924
above its price class in distinction of
M.3ETS DEC 31. 1921
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921 ,
' Stocfei and Bonds ................ . .$2,504,666 66
.......... $ lb.086.24 2 25 Stocks and Bonds .................. . .$3.554.913 33 j Cash in Office anil Bank .... .. 390,519 08 Club Leader Lester H Shibles and was going full blast. KGO is on 312
Stocks and Bon Is ...............
line and appointment.
....... 1.453,374 80 Cash iu Office and Bank ...
Cash in Office and Bark ....
1 16 367 82 Agents’ Balances '.................. ... 524.0144 li County Agent Ralph H. Wentworth. meters and KDKA on 309 and CNRA
............ 2.681.870 89 Agents’ Balances .................. .. 524.654 11 Interest and Rents ................
Agents’ Balances ..a..........
35.388 53 Under the tutelage of these officials another powerful station was going
............
108,294 21 Interest and Rents ................
Interest and Rents.................
42.595 48 All other Assets ....................
13.301 88 the boys have studied their experl- on 313 meters.
This is something
............
324.723 97 All o.her Assets ...................... ... 133,639 36
This Special Type further, advances
All other,Assets.....................
that I claim the single circuits can
66 may be picked up in this scale.
.
.$3,667,963
Gross Assets ........................
Cross Assorts ...................
Perhaps the selectivity will be bet not do and T cannot see why so many
Gro.?s Assets ...................... .. .$1,499,876 24 Deduct Jtenus not admitted .
27,968 62
that leadership beyond current
27,665 71
Deduct Items not admitted .
1924
LIABILITIES DEI .
ter realized when it is known that still prefer to keep these old non...$3,639,994
98
Admitted
...............................
standards.
.$8,348,234 00
Net Unpaid Losses.................
the jam between 270 and 280 meters seleotive receivers when for a few
Admitted Assets.................. . .$4,472,876 53
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1924
. 6.299J65 30
Unearned Premiums ...........
is quite simple to overcome excepting dollars they may have them recon
LIABILITIES DEC .1. 1924
. 1.020.1 23 63
All other Liabilities .............
Net Vnpaid Losses ................ ...$ 172.28G 30 when the stations are hetrodyning
structed into a much more efficient
. l.OOO.OOO 00 Net Unpaid Losses ................ ..$ 322.763 53 1'nearned Premiums .............. ... 1,612,756 61
Cash Capital .........................
No special feature that could heighten
. 4,080.843 85 Uncarted I’reii.iuiiK .............. ... 2.681.745 59 Ail other Liabilities ............
At 273 meters I get set that will easily separate these sta
56.956 43 one another.
Surplus over ail Liabilities
All other LiabifiMes ............
66 Cash Capital ............................. ... 1.660.666 66 W1EIBJ with the dials set at 9-10, tions.
the car’s beauty, or enhance its com
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$26,754,506 18 Surplus over all Liabilities . ... 1,345,361 41 Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1,403,993 24
a • ♦ ♦
WXAC on 278 at 11-11 and WKAli
FIELD & COWLES. Managers,
fort and convenience has been
These three sta
Boston. Mass.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,472,876 53 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$3,639,994 98 on 280 at 1114-12Applause cards are all gone again
tions are all within the range of sev and I have been promised some more
overlooked by the builders.
en meters and separated perfectly, shortly. Those who have sent iu for
WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO
THE PHOENIX INSURANCE CO.
FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
New
York
of Hartford. Conn.
them
and
have
not
received
them
will
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
ASSETS' DEC 31. 1924
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
know now that it is because they are
Real Estate ............................... . ..$ 766,466 91
Five Balloon Tires
...$ 216.660 60
Real Estate ......................................$ 548.621 04
... 3,665,214 77 Mortgage Loans .................... ...10,816.195 16
Mortgage
Loans
being printed and will he ready soon.
261.800 00 Collateral Loans ....................
Stocks
and
Bonds ................
Mortfage Loans
....................
137.566 66
•
•
•
•
25
...
746.224
.28,864.894 00 Stocks and Bonds .................. .. .16.612,477 95 Cash in Office and Bank ...
Stocks and Bonds .............
$1330 f. o. b. Detroit—$1450 delivered
‘ 14,413 51
Cash in Office and Bank .
About the middle of last week Wil
Cash in Office tyid Bank ... ... 1,613,192 66 Agents' Ba'ances ....................
116.623 51
Agents’ Balances...............
Agtnts’ Balances .................... ... 2.996.661 77 Bills Ri reivable ....................
bur Frohock came into the shop to
86,263 20
158.757 07 Bills Receivable .................... . . . 636.967 68
Bills Recievahle ............... ........
tell me that he had successfully re
198,320 49 Interest and Rents ................ ... 261.878 15
Interest and Rents ........... ........
54,970 81 All other Assets...................... . ..
Gross Assets ...................... ..$13,277,119 93
DYER’S
GARAGE
All other Assets................. ........
eeived an entire program from KDKA
146,198 21 Deduct
96,768 11
items not admitted ..
on
68
meters,
this
marked
my
first
...
.$31.'-87.677
66
Gross Assets ...................
Rockland Dealers
Gross Assets ...................... . .»2-,tiln,3Tl 56
real interest in the short-wave recep
120.663 98 Deduct items not admitted ... ...
Admitted Assets.................. ..$13,186,351 52
Deduct Items not admitted ........
318.381 71
tion so I went/to work the next day
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1924
TEL. 124
Admitted Assets ............. . ...$31,567,013 03
Admitted Assets .................. .. $25,131,989 79 Net Unpaid Losces ................ .. .$1,187,906 76
and built up one of the Radio News
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1924
Unearned Premiums .............. ... 7,298.768 57
LIABILITIES DEC. 11, 1924
short-wave receivers.
The fol
All other Liabilities .............. ... 295.IMI6 60
N’et Unpaid Lossess ........... ....$1,635,310 43 Net Unpaid Losses ................
lowing day we calibrated the set
Unearned Premiums ........... ........11,232.731 65 Unearned Premiums .............. . . .13.443.766 76 Cash Capital .......................... ... 1,500,006 66
.1 ’Suqilus over all Liabilities . ... 2,094,351 19
with the wavemeter and found that
All other Liabilities ........... ___
666,061 25 All other Liabilities ............ . . . 556.993 77
Cash Capital ......................... ........ 5,060.000 00 Cash < ‘ap4tal .......................... . . . 3.666.660 66
it had a range of from 39 to 309 me
..$13,186,351 52
Surplus over all Liabilities ... .13.O98.tiO7 35 .Surplus over all Liahi:|ties . ...
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
ters, so 1. took, it home and tried it
4.582.486 75
out.
I was elated with the volume
Total LI aid files anil Surplus ..$31,567,013 08 Total Liablli:‘ie3 and Surplus
.9 U. S. BRANCH NORTH BRITISH A MER
of the broadcast on the short waves
CANTILE INS. C.. LTD.
125
and the quality is great.
London and Edinburgh
SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE INSUR
* * * *
Kingdom of Great Britain
ANCE CO.
PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY. LTD.
of London, England
Springfield. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1924
I cannot account for it hut there
can
have
a
copy
of
this
1
84
Page
Cataloi
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1924
1924
Stocks and Bonds .......................$12,207,320 19
i is a great scarcity of static down
. ..$ 350,000 09 Real Estate ............................. . ..$ HOjIJhM) 66 Ca:h hi Office and Bank .......... 906,672 12 fOU £ •ending us your name and addres
Real Estate
there and if anything was ever as
.. 2,277,120 00 Stocks and Bonds ................ ... 5.296.276 66 Agents’ Balances ..................... 1,602,421 17
Mortgage Loans................
...16.635,362 00 Ca di in Office and Bank .... . - . 316.964 11 Bills Receivable ..........................
•Stocks ami Bonds ...........
clear as a bell it sure is that clear
7.884 06
■Cash In Office and Bank
... 2.233,691 91 Agetits' Balances .................... ... 1.568,865 48 Interest and Rents ...................... 149,472 95
on the short wakes.
Besides the
... 2,087.409 61 Bills Receivable ....................
Agents’ Balances ...........
257 ,0 All other Assets ...%...............
37,453 72
I KDKA program I also received sta36,804 78 In’erest and Rents ................
Bills Receivable ...............
73,634 15
. .. 209,74 5 14 All other Assets ....................
Interest and Kents .....
| tion 2XL of the General Electric Co„
58,913 5#
Kendall
Gross Assets ............................. $14,911,224 21
... 105.322 23
All other Assets **............
i which broadcasts the WGY programs.
* Deduct Items not admitted ....
41.847 03
Gross Assets ........................ ..’.$7,617,924 82
, This was certainly a new thrill for
..$23,929,545 71 Deduct •items not admitted . ... 118,483 78 Net Unpaid Losses .............. ....$1,689,815 66
Gross Assets .................
me and I shall continue to play with
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1924
1 . ;
AdnaHled Assets ..................... .$2
Admitted Assets ................ ...$7,499,441 04
i these short waves.

With the Radio Fans

Rich in Fragrance

A Sweet Breath
at all times I

"SALADA1

Has a flavor unsurpassed.
Fresh, pure & satisfying. Try it.

"ajter e^ery meal"

WRIGLE

Differentflavors

PERFECT PROTECTION

rSama Wri^fey Quality

in every line of Insurance written, with full
assurance that protection offered and service
rendered will be the full

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

for which this agency is noted.

Dodge Brother’s
TYPE-A

LLUff IJTI1S DIN’ 3 1. 1-24
N’et Unpaid Losses ................. ..$1,612,109
Unearned Preiniuua................ .. 12.27 l.i.t.t
All oilier Liabilities ..............
079,566
4’aah < apkal ............................. ... 3,500.646
iHurpl’LS o'er nil Liabilities .. .. .866.20f
Total Liabilities and Surplus , .$2 i. >20.54 •

:
J
1
»
i

LIABILI'TliES DEC
Net Unpaid Losses ........ ... .
Unearned Piciuiuum ..............
All oher Liabi.files ..........
Ca»li Capital ........................
Sin plus over all Liabi:files

11. 1924
...$ Hit.u;
... l.lHi.Zitli
IH.UIHI
. . . 46U.P66
... 2.593.06 7

66
78
6.1
66
26

Admitted Assets ................ ...$14,869,377 18
Unearned Premiums ....... .... 7,421,696
AU oilier Llabifities .......... .... 573,284
( ash t apital .......................... ... . 466,660 96
Surplus over a 1 Liabilities .... 5.385,187 27

Tu'al Liabilities and Surplus

To*al Liabl.iities and Surplus ..$7,1,9,441 64

.14.869,377 18

39-T-45

MAYNARD S. BIRD COMPANY

INSURANCE
14 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Seeds and
Agricultural
Needs
Dairy and

5E

DAN

• ♦ ♦ •

Some readers have declared that 1
make the column too personal, and
I that about everything in it relates
u%
only to myself.
When some of you
Paul 7
11
experimenters send me in some of
Supplies
|
j
your
experiences
I will he glad to
of every
Descriptio
i spread them out in this column.
So
, far I have had to rely almost entirely
«F-,
' upon what I have done myself• * • •
This column Is open to all readers.
They are welcomed tq take up any
Hj
i radio subject that they desire with
, me.
I will give it my attention as
j well as seek the advice of others who
Federal and Temple Streets
are experienced along these lines, and
Portland Maine
will gladly discuss any subjects of
interest to the radio readers.
i

Ot>. ■.
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THOMASTON

good street." said jir. Brown, “but
allow it to go to destruction.
WP1
you maintain what you have put good
money into, or will you allow It to
Home of Knox Again Soundly Entrenched In Republican ' go to the dogs?" The voters answered
his appeal by raising $S00.
Ranks—Town To Have Motorized Fire Apparatus and I It was voted 27 to IB to extend the
150 feet west from the manhole
Open-Air Treatment For Its Local Prisoners—Total ' sewer
in front of the Prison and $200 was
raised for that purpose.
The ar
Appropriations $51,147.
ticle appeared doomed, however, un
til Postmaster Thomas McPhail urged
the importance of having the work
Only two this article was reached hut the De
done before the permanent road is
mosthenic
voters
seemed
strangely
crumbs of com
built.
fort found their reluctant to test their talents, and the
Under Article 40 the sunt of $75 was
article was apparently on the verge appropriated for grading
Booker
way into the of being indefinitely postponed, 'when
street. It being explained that Mr.
Democratic Donald Whitney, the popular fire Sawyer would furnish the gravel if
dust-pan
in chief asked unanimous consent for the town would do the work.
T h o m a s t o n an agent of tire apparatus to address
Suitable sewerage for l.e ^lmstown meeting the meeting.
house, at a cost of $150 was author
yesterday, one
This was granted, and Harry E
ized.
It's a filthy place, and you can
being the elec- Cook, representing the
Foamitesmell it a long way off," said Mr.
tion of Richard Childs Corporation of Utica, N. Y
Brown
lie recommended the adop
O. Elliot a s made a brief and concise statement, tion of a Western idea, which had the
; moderator and in which he early took occasion to
J the other being disabuse the statement which sotue- endorsement of Capt. Tobey, and
which has been successfully tried by
the election of body had made that a combination
a local resident, it was also voted to
Levi Seavey as pump and chemical would cost the
repair the almshouse furnace, which
town auditor, town $9000 or $10,000.
He said that
was put in 10 years ago, and needs a
That these two his company would furnish a truck of
thorough overhauling; $50 wag ap
candidates P, tons, carrying a pump with a capropriated.
were able to parity of throwing 300 gallons a minNo appropriation was made for ad
survivT the Re- ute. and two 35-gallon chemical
vertising Maine. "Maine is pretty
Mr. Moderator !
publican tor- tanks for $4500. He said that the
well advertised now," said George
nado is a tribute to the high standing pump would draft 24 feet and pump Hanley.
they have always enjoyed with Thom- through 1500 feet of hose. There would
it was voted to pay $144. the In
aston voters.
The nearly clean b„e ”°troubIe from PuntP‘nS «>It water terest on the industrial notes, and
if the pump was immediately after commencing next year to pay back
sweep made by the Republicans was ward cleaned with fresh water.
$300 a year until the notes are all
especially gratifying to them for this
Chief Whitney moved that the
taken up.
J. Walter Strout spoke
year the town had adopted the new
earnestly along this line.
system of voting for its selectmen
"To see if the town will authorize
and assess rs. under the one. two and
the selectmen to sell the police sta
three year method. This means thsit
tion to the highest bidder," read Ar
the Republicans will now control both
ticle 55.
boards for at least two years, no
“Will Chief Meservey kindly tell us
matter how the 'town meeting goes
how many he has had there the past
in 1926.
year,” said Mr. Strout.
The town yesterday raised $50,147."One," was the answer.
96, alternately exercising a spirit of
It was voted to sell.
economy and what some might term
The Eureka hose house was de
a spirit of extravagance.
The pen
clared unsafe, and after listing its
dulum swung so far in one direc
needs in the way of repairs Air.
tion that the voters decided to se'.l
Brown recommended $2,000.
"I
the police station, antf the next mo
have even heard it.said that the com
ment it described a broad arc and
pany will vote to disband unless
they voted to buy motorized fire ap
Voters Hit the High Spots On Ap something is done," said he.
-This
paratus costing $4500.
propriations
rumor was verified by Edwin An
Even and anon Moderator Elliot
derson. who said that some day tlie
sounded warning against heavy
apropriations. but this, be it re town appropriate $4500 for the pur appartus would be found in the cellar
“The Eureka house is the most cen
membered i« an age of radios and chase of such a machine.
motors, and the voters decided that
"Wouldn’t it he a good idea to get tral place for the fire apparatus,"
they would have a few tilings them- some water pressure, first?” asked sajd Mr- Brown.
The town voted to appropriate
selves.
i Capt. Tobey.
Upward of 300 voters were in Watts
A 8how of hands found 56 in favor $2,000.
The last article relating to the pur
hall yesterday morning when the of buying the apparatus and 44 opchase of equipment for the fire de
gavel fell and town meeting was pose(j.
opened.
The Democrats were juThe following appropriations were partment, created the most contro
versy.
When Edwin Anderson ex
bilant when they won first blood made practically without debate:
plained that the Eureka company had
through the election of moderator.
Support of schools, $14,170.
Former Representative Richard O
Repairs and insurance on school onlj- one rubber coat for 12 or 15 men.
Elliot had 16S votes, B. II. Copeland, buildings. $650
---------- _
_
Roads, bridges and
sidewalks,
$6,750.
Supixirt of fire companies, $750.
Support of poor. $1,500.
Town expenses, $2,700
Purchase of fire hose. $500.
Purchase of motor driven combi
nation pump and chemical fire en
gine $4,500.
This one for 'Rich'. This one for ‘Levi’
Interest on town debt. $2,200.
Principal on town debt $2,000.
the town did not begrudge an appro
Water rent, $945.
priation of $100.
Street lighting. $1,7-20.80.
Charles Woodcock thought that an
School committee, $75.
expert "chauffeur,” available day aAd
Fire alarm system, $13.
Medical inspection in schools. $73. night, should he employed for the
new chemical and paid right.
Mr
Street Sprinkler, $!00.
Surety bonds for town officials, $73. Strout said there were many young
men who ought to lie in the depart
Salaries of town officers, $1,740.
ment and that there would be no
Oif unpaid hills, $3,877.16
trouble about taking care of the enState Aid road. $666.
ine, with a complete department.
Night police officer, $600.
Upon motion of Mr. Woodcock i
Storing fire engine in Thomaston
was left with the selectmen to em
When You Think How Many Years Garage, $60
ploy a competent engineer.
Chief
This Republican Rooster Had To
Public Library, $200.
Keep His Bill Closed Isn’t He Entitled
Running expenses of Watts block, Whitney said that the Thomaston
To Crow Today?
Garage had offered to store the en
$200.
gine and provide a man to ofierate
Memorial Day exercises, $50.
Shingling R. H. Counce hall, $230. the pump.
Republican, had 143. Town meeting
Articles 41, 43. 43, 46. 48, 50 and 53
then adjourned until 1.45 p. in., giv
The article relating to the purchase
ing the voters a chance meantime to of fire hose developed the fact that a were indefinitely postponed.

Miss Ina Allen, a teacher in the
Torrington, Conn, schools, is visiting
her mother on l’ine street.
Lester Dolham ot Warren visited
his mother Saturday.
•
Mrs. John E- Walker is confined
to the house with a severe cold.
Webb Patterson is in town to visit
his mother, Mrs. Emma Patterson.
Mrs. Cassandra Washburn who is
visiting in Portland is delayed from
going on to Boston by a cold.
John Alden returned to Boston
Saturday.
Mrs. Edward Brown is ill with a
cold.
Mrs. John Brown went to New
York Monday to meet her son, Capt.
Earl Brown.
George Burkett has rented the
George French building on Main
street.
Mrs. Charles W. Creighton and son
Malcolm have gone to Boston. Mal
colm will have another examination
at the hospital.
Mrs. John Hanly went to Boston
Satin day. Her daughter Margaret
will join her there this week going
on from OronoHenry Knox Chapter conferred the
Royal Arch degree on four candi
dates Friday evening. Supper was
served by Grace Chapter, 0. E. S.
Alfred M. Strout spent Sunday at
home. He left Monday to join the
Bowdoin Club in a concert tour of
New London. Meriden, Naugatuck
Conn., and Newtonville. Mass.
The following interesting item has
been handed The Courier-Gazette
correspondent concerning Thomaston
people in Boston and vicinity. Mrs.
Charles Copeland and Mrs Wallace
Mason gave a luncheon at Filene’s.
Boston,Sn honor of Mrs. Emma Pat
terson and Mrs. James Watts. The
other guests were Mrs. Lucy Tobey,
Mrs. William Fessenden, Mrs. Mary
Dingley, Mrs. J. A. Levensaler and
Mrs. Stonie Jameson. By an odd co
incidence Maurice Metcalf, formerly
of Thomaston, was lunching at the
restaurant at the same time, and he
thus had the opportunity of greeting
many of his old friends.
Vernon K. Wilson of Portland was
the guest of Miss Hortense Wilson
over the weekend.
The Baptist choir will meet for re
hearsal this Tuesday evening.
The Ladies' Circle w iir meet in the
vestry Wednesday afternoon with
supper at 6 o’clock. There is work
to be done.
The Thursday evening service will
■be in charge of the Bible Study
Class.
Next Sunday will be Palm Sunday.
The Thomaston Bridge Club was
entertained by Mrs. Lee Walker at
Warren last night.
Mrs. Marie Singer will entertain
the Sewing Club at her home on
Gleason street Wednesday.
Mrs. Jack Rattenbury left for New
York Friday. Her husband joined
her in Boston -and they motored
through. Mrs. Rattenbury has been
spending several weeks with her
sister. Mrs. Enoch Clark.
Miss Lorinda Orne has returned
from V. of M for the Easter vaca
tion.
Elizabeth Linckin, student at U. of
SI., is spending her vacation at her
home here.
The Mission Circle is meeting at
the Baptist parsonage this Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. and 'Mrs. A. K. Wilson were
dinner guests of Miss Hortense Wil
son Sunday.
Severe
colds
are
prevailing.
Forty scholars were out last week
at one time on account of them.
Ned Hanly was in town Monday.
H. B. Shaw has finished clearing
up a large piece of land in Cushing
which lie will devote to the cultiva
tion of blueberries. Beside cutting
a considerable amount of fire wood
and kilnwood he has a large number
of logs at the mill to he sawed into
lumber and material for lobster
■traps.
The Congregational Circle will
meet in the church parlor on Tues
day evening at 7 o'clock to complete
plans for the Easter fair.
The expenditures of the appro
priations at the town meeting will
mean a good bit of employment to
labor the coming summer.
The D. A- R.'s i^re pleased at the
help voted by the town towards re
pairing the old church.
Everybody missed the
oratory
which formerly enlivened our town
meetings. The young blood doesn’t
seem to be so firey as in other days.
Don’t forget the Easter sale to be
held in the Congregational vestry on
Thursday afternoon. The following
ladies. will be in charge: Aprons
Mrs. Gorwaiz: household linens, Mrs
George L. Cate; cooked food. Mrs. R.
E. Dunn. In the evening there will
be a delightfully interesting and
novel entertainment and social in
charge of Mrs. Grace Payson, Mrs
W. A. Hastings. Miss Angela Fos
sett and Alcada Hall. Candy will lie
for sale under the management of
Mrs Percy Stud ley.
Sidney B. Wall and Everett Wall
were thrown from a wagon when
their horse ran away near Lovejoy's
Coiner Sunday. Sidney Wall suf
feted a bad cut over his right eye
and his cheek was badly bruised. In
fact there was not much of his
anatomy that was not scratched or
bruised- His brother’s injuries were
not as serious.

THOMASTON’S TOWN

select the town officials under the large quantity of hose was lost durAustralian ballot system.
Far from ing the prison fire, and that $300
being discouraged by their morning would be needed, even if remunerasetback the Republicans worked like tion is forthcoming,
troopers, and then reward came at the
It was voted to raise $B0 for the
end of, the day with victory all hut I maintenance of highways, the eSticomplete.
The only candidate fail- mated amount necessary being $30 a
ing of election was Miss Harriet Wil mile.
•
liams who lacked but six votes of
The schools were granted the use
being elected town auditor.
This of Watts hall by paying actual exwas a splendid showing in view of the penses and Gen. Knox Chapter, D.
fact that she was arrayed against A. R. was given the use of it for one
one <uf the Democratic party’s best night under the same terms.
bets.
It was voted to award the collec
Enoch M. Clark, the Republican tion of taxes to the lowest bidder.
candidate for town clerk, appeared on and to pay on the amount collected,
both tickets, and he blushed becom interest will be charged at the rate
ingly when it was announced that he of 6 percent on taxes unpaid Oct. 1st.
had received every vote cast.
It was voted to raise $500 for con
The committee choSen at the last crete or other permanent sidewalks,
town meeting to recommend appro- the selectmen to do the locating,
priations for this year had a compeIt was voted to raise $300 to assist
tent spokesman in the person of Ed- Gen. Knox Chapter in repairing the
ward Brown
old Church on the Hill
Mr. Brown
Everything went smoothly until explained that an examination had
Article 13 which was: "To see what been made by Messrs. Yinal, Spear
sum of money the town will vote to and Beverage, who pronounced the
raise for the purchase of a motor tower dangerous. The sum for mak
driven combination pump and chem- ing necessary repairs was estimated
ieal engine.”
The committee in its at $600, thereby saving a valuable
wisdom, referred this article to the relic.
Gen. Knox Chapter agrees to
town meeting.
, raise the other $300.
Wilbur P Strong told the voters
In his dual capacity as moderator
that tlie town’s valuation is $1,250,000 and watchdog of the treasury, Mr. El
hnd that within 10 years tlie fire liot called attention to the fact that
losses there have aggregated practi the voters had already raised $47,cally a million dollars. “It has giv- j 628.96 as compared with last year’s
en us an exceedingly black eye with total of $39,000.
the Insurance companies," lie added.
Article 44 called for an appropriate
It was expected that the flood- tion of $800 for resurfacing and
gates of oratory would he lifted when ( draining Knox street.
"We have a

COMEDY LIGHTNING STRIKES THE SCREEN
n

MINSTRELS
Benefit Parent-Teacher's
Association for High School in

Watts Hall

RACING

LUCK

—With—

MONTY BANKS and HELEN FERGUSON
In a Cyclone of Fun and Adventure

THOMASTON
APRIL 14-15

THRILL, at the Finht in the Cafe, the Panoramic Scenes in the
Racing Pits, Monty’s Mad Rids Locked in a Racing Car, and His
Desperate Attempts to Stop It. GASP at the Horrific Plunge
Over the Yawning Chasm, the Wild Dash Before the Cannon
Ball Express Train, and tha Italian Wedding. You Won’t Need
a Tonic After You See This Picture.

TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, APR. 2

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., APR. 3

W. P. STRONG

GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., APR. 4

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE

_

Tu&S-ff

In Everybody’s Cobnut

MEETING

COMING
“BARBARA
F RIE T C H I E ”

1 DINING DOOM SPECIAL

all kinds of

Lost and Found

QUARTERED OAK TABLE
PLANK TOP—PLATE MIRROR BUFFET
FULL SIZE CHINA C ABINET
SIX GENUINE LEATHER SEAT CHAIRS

L3.ST—Smtf’l il»l:wk Scotch terrier dog
wl:h e.bar with blue stones, lav seen on
lark S’.
Reward Call 132-11 THOMAS
8J-41

TON

LOST—Wack bag containing apparel and
insurance papers between Daniarlsef»‘*a and
Rock! and
Finder notify TICE COVRlE.ilt J A Z I.TT I.. Roc k land___________ ___________

ART RUG, 9 Ftx9 Ft.
FULL SET OF DISHES,'56 PIECES

LOST—Two young hound dogs, black and

w<l»lte.
Ran away last Wednesday. •''JAMES
39-41
DOHERTY.
Tel. 633-1.
LOST—Bunch of keys between Camden Ft.
and Southend.
TEL. 133.
35-10

Summer Cottages and Board
SUMMER HOME—Overlooking water, o»o
acre land. 5-room cottage house, 25-ft. stable
or garage, outbuildings, fruit trees, good road,
price $630.
Farms and summer homes a
specialty.
If you wish to buy or sell set,
me at once.
H L. STEVENS. 192 Limerock St.. Rockland. Agent for Maine Farm
Agency of Portland. Me.
34-39 1

nt

TO LET—Two cottages at Crescent Beach
for the season.
Also a garage on Grove
Street.
Apply to R. U COLLINS, Real Es
tate. 375 Main St., Rockland. Telephone 77.
»
38 10

li!

Wanted
WANTED- Woman for genenl housework
♦In family of three.
F. A THOHNtlFiM’.
Rockland.___________________ 38-tf
WANTED—Position as chauffeur by care
ful driver
JOHN PAULSEN, Thomaston,
39*41

$82.50

Regular Value $120, Now

WANTED—Partner to go into business In
Rockland.
Groceries, fruit, ice cream, ci
gars. etc
$400 capital is all that will be re
fill Ired
Man or woman. Address C. H. L ,
care of Courier-Gazette.
39**41
ToL
WANTED—Girl at 73 BROAD ST.

This is an extraordinary buy made possible by large buying and the fact that
we pay cash and have to face no interest charge.

38-tf

669 -iM.

WANTED—Gats. 1 male. 1 female over 9

YOU MAY FIGURE ANY OTHER ROOM PROPORTIONATELY

months.
Solid color, black, blue, orange or
huff.
DELIA YORK, 11 Pleasant St., Rock
land. Me
•
37*39

Prefer men familiar
WANTED—Salesmen.
State experience
with gasolene engines,
Answer to BOX C,
had and wages wanted.
care Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Maine.
37-tf

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319 MAIN STREET

ROCKPORT

L. MARCUS
ROCKLAND

WANTED—40 to 50 foot power pleasure
boat
J L, CHAPIN. Stonington. Me 35*49

TELEPHONE 745-J

WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender v to
12 feet
Must be first class condition and
cheap. JOHN 0. STEVENS, Burpee Furni
ture Co., Rockland.
22*tf

For Sale

EEP YOUR BODY

DODGE COUPE

Hollis Wooster is at home from
the University of Maine to spend a
two weeks vacation with his parents,
A Perfect Closed Car. New Oct.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Wooster.
24 last. Only used a part of 5
■Mrs. Lena York and son Foster
months; only run 2500 miles.
have returned from Wollaston. Mass.,
Every
Equipment,
Haliday
where they have been spending
Bumpers front and rear; double
several weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Ar
leek Motometer; Allen Shuttle and
thur St. Clair
Radiator; Clock in dash; Step
Mrs. Ella Overlock is confined to
Plates, Extra Tire and Tube; in i
her home by illness.
absolutely Perfect Condition. Big I
Mrs. Weslly Thurston has returned
sacrifice on price. Speak quick !
from Portland, where she spent tKe
F. H. THOMAS, Camden
past week.
Miss Marion Ingraham has returned
39-41
to Milo, after spending a few davs
ith her parents, Mr. and Mrs Enos
E. Ingraham.
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps,
Xo. 26, will celebrate Lee’s surrender
Friday evening. April 1. with a pro
gram appropriate to the occasion and
a campfire. All soldiers are invited.
New 30-foot Motor Boat, 8 ft.
The Corps has voted to paint the O.
9
in. beam; 2’/2 tt. draft; new 12x15
A. K. hall and to haVe it completed
before Memorial Day.
H. P. Dorman 4-cycle, 2-cylinder
•Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews who
Engine. Price $1000. Address
have been guests of their daughter
Mrs. Walter Carroll have returned
to their home in West Rockport.
LEWIS S. BURGESS
Mrs Gertrude Havener and Mrs.
Ethel York who have been spending
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
th£ winter in Boston and vicinitv
30
have returned to their home on Spear
street.
Mrs. Veronica Gray of Bangor is
teaching the 5th and 6th grades in
place of -Mrs. Elizabeth Libby re
signed.
She is making her home
EXPERIENCED
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jenkina
Sanford York of Boston is in town.
STITCHERS
• « . •
The whist party which is to be
On Shirt Work
The result of the Australian bal held at the home of Miss Marion
Weidman April 16 for the benefit of
lot was then announced:
J. A. BREWSTER
he Public Library, promises to be
Clerk
SHIRT MANUFACTURER
Enoch M. Clark, Rep.
546 »ne of the most enj >yable social func
CAMDEN, MAINE
tions of the season.
The following
Selectmen
39-41
committee is in charge: Mrs. Jo
B. H. Copeland. Itep. (3 years)
sephine Wooster, Mrs. Charles Gard
W. B. Willey, Rep (2 years)
ner. Miss Marion Weidman, Mrs.
Arthur J. Elliot. Rep. ,(1 year)
Blanche Steward, Mrs. Jessie Tib
Fred Burnham, Dem.
betts, Mrs. Harriet Patterson, Mrs
E. I’, Keating, Dem.
'
Ada Libby, Mrs. Katherine Dunbar,
Hiram Libby, Dem..
Mrs. Blanche Spear.
Assessors
The Nltsumsosum Club spent Mon
Tiieston B. Wyllie, Rep. (3 years) 234
Everett W. Cook, Rep. (2 years) 241 day evening very pleasantly at the
Earl Coates, Rep., ( lyear)
243 home of Mrs Marion Richards. Re
Stanley R. Cushing, Dem.
230 freshments were served.
Kenneth Wooster of Bangor was
Frank D. Elliot, Dem
the guest of his parents, Capt. ant
George V. Hanley, Dem.
Mrs. Charles Wooster.
Overseer of Poor
The Baptist circle will be enter
1. BUSINESS FOR SALE: Small capital
Mrs. Minnie H. Newhert. Rep.
talned Wednesday at the home of required
Will produce good Income.
Lewis A. Hanley, Dem.,
2. BUSINESS BLOCK FOR SALE: The
Mrs.
Blanche
Ellsworth.
A
picnic
School Committee
northern quarter of Rankin Block cnaslsting
dinner will be served.
of store and two tenemciUs
Mrs Myrtle Strong, Rep.,
3. RESIDENCE MIDDLE STREET: The
‘'Cheer Up, Chad,” a comedy drama,
Rodney E. Feyler, Deni.,
Glover House
In first class repair, fine
will be presented at Union hail Fri garage.
Treasurer
Double lot.
A bargain.
day evening with the following cas
4. RESIDENCE MIDDLE STREET: Tie
Joseph L. Puquifi, Rep.,
Two family.
Newly ren
Chad Rarnett, owner of the Barnett Daniels House
Maynard Spear, Dem.,
throughout.
Co., Elmer Crockett; Ramsey Fuller ovated
Auditor
5. RESIDENCE LIMEROCK STREET: The
ton, a friend of Chad. Kenneth S-uvcr House
Levi Seavey, Dem.,
First class condition
Two
Could easily be made a twoBrown; Sam Warren, a country gen I a*hroojns.
Miss Harriet II. Williams. Rep.,
house
tleman, Arthur Walker: Dexter, part fanJly
• * • *
6. RESIDENCE OCEAN STREET: Ten
ner of Chad’s, Herbert Maxey; law room house
Large lot of land.
$2899
These subordinate officers wer.e ap
7. WEST MEADOW ROAD: One large
yer Bunker. Harry McDonald: June
pointed: Trustees Public Library Crawford, an employe of Chad’s. house and one small house.
Both good
trades
Frank D Elliot, Jessie M. Stewart Mildred Graffam;
Sadie Jackson,
8. GOOD HOUSE CORNER LOT: Bath
and Enoch M. Clark: constables. A1
saucy and blunt, Gladys K tier; Susie, room, electric lights, hot water heat, garage.
belt P. Dow. Levi Keizer. Anson Pry
bright and witty. Charlotte Robarts: Price $ i'Hin
9. SOUTH END ; Two fathlly house In good
or, James H. Feyler and D. E. Wat
Mrs Burton, a young widow, Eva
$2609.
ton; fire warden. Henry Vose: police Fish; Vivian Westerman, a young repair.
10. CAMDEN STREET: Two and one-halt
officer, -Herbert Meservey: measurers aristocrat, Avis Cox.
The curtain story house. Hot water heat. Bath room,
of wood and hark. C. A. Creighton, E. will rise promptly at 8 o’clock. Tick garage. A bargain.
I have other city property for sale, also
P. Starrett, A. J. Elliot, C. A. Clark ets may be obtained from members of cottages
and farms
E. O'B. Burgess, John Maloney, H. B the cast and at Carroll’s store.
R I COLLBNS, REAL ESTATE
373 Main St. Rockland
Telephone 77
Young; surveyors of lumber. Elmus
38-40
Morse, W. J. Robertson, Rjhert M
WARREN
Lain : sealer of weights and measures.
Miss Flora F. Shaw of Marlboro.
Earl Coates: weighers of hay, C. W,
Creighton. A. J. Elliot, Clarence Mass-, who has been the weekend
A. C. MOORE
W. McFreeman, John Maloney: measurer of guest of Mr. ap.d Mrs.
Piano Tuner
of grain, C. W. Creighton, A. J. El Kellar, returned home Monday.
A. O- Spear ha« been laid off all
liot, E. O'B. Burgess, Earl Coates,
WITH Trft MAINE MUSIC CO.
Rodney Jordan: auctioneer, Yeaton the pas-t week having injured his
Robinson; harbor master, Elmus foot a week ago Saturday while
To Let
Morse; building inspector, Charles loading piling at the depot.
It- was $56.40 that Mystic Rebekah
Winchenhach; fish warden. Horace
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping and
Vose; Held drivers, Earl Miller, Don Lodge made from its last minstrel
rooms by day or'weeks: hoard if desired
ald George. William Burkett, Edward show instead of tlie amount stated ANNIE F FLINT. 2 Summer St., cprncr Main
Tai. 065-11
39-41
Benner, Janies Gllehrest, Janies in Saturday’s issueAndrew Anderson of the A. Ac J*,
Thornton; cemetery committee, R. E.
TO
LET
—
I
n
rnhlied
tenement,
all
modern,
store, left Thursday for Bangor.
Dunn, J. Walter Strout.
situated on North Alain
St
Apply to
The topic for discussion at the FLOYD L. SHAW. 17 North Main St
T.l
Wednesday evening prayer meeting 422-12
•
36 ff
CAMDEN
at the Baptist church is “Sin—What
TO LET—5 rooms and bath, hot and cold
It Is—What it Does—How to Get Rid water and steam heat. TEL 769 after 6
o’clock
38-11
Clara Louise, widow of Senaca of It.”
Fishermen are catching quite a
Carver died Saturday morning at her
TO LET—sS-room tenement over New York
Bakery
All mmlern
D. RUBENSTENI
home on Ocean avenue, after a short few smelt-s now
63 Bark St.
Tel. 961-W.
38-tf
illness- 'She leaves two daughters,
MAINE CENTRAL SURPLUS
TO LET—Fumtohid room.
DR REUTER.
Mrs. Emma Bryant and Miss Mildred
A surplus after charges of $63,128* 33 Summer St,
37-tf
Carver and one son. Earl Carver, all for February was shown in tlie Maine
TO LET—ID -u|is with bath at 14 MAAof whom reside in Camden. Funeral Central Railroad’s monthly statement
36-tf
services will be held at her Ja,te of operations published Thursday. SONIC ST.
TO LET—Office, steam heated.
residence this afternoon at 2 o'clock, The surplus for the first two months
Inquire of
VESPER A. LEACH
33-tf
conducted by Rev. R. H. Hayden.
Is $38,472 ns compared to the deficit
J\owaAH. TEL.

Advertisements In thia coltlfnn not to 61I reed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
i 3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
) cents each for one time, 10 cents for three
times. Six words make a line.

FOR SALE—Pon.v carl, hartuss and aaddle;
a gfxxl buy.
A. M. 8HR0WL, 34 Thomas
ton Si , Rockland
•
39*Ml

CLEAN INSIDE
For headache, constipation,
indigestion, biliousness, bad
breath, laziness and that
worn out feeling, take two

FOR SALE—Turkey, geese and duck's eggs;
also cows
I L. B HaMAXUS, Warren.'
Me
Tel. 173-6.
39-41
FOR SALE—Dinins room net ; also a baby
| cirrlage.
MRS. G. E. OROTTON, RodRiort,
[ Tel Camden 14-3
3’-4B*

I Chamberlain’s Tablets

BOAT FOR SALE

WANTED

LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St.,
tl>r the ‘''’'■^-p™flir.g pet. <1 allTOmodern
«••nvenkneei.
p L. HAVSNEF

FOR SALE—House at 8 Knpx St., TlmmI antoo. formerly known <s the Dr Crockett
: Louse.
Fitted for two apartments If so de
sired.
Hot water heat, hard wood floors And
large garage
Apply to owner.
H/ M
BOUTS, Vnlon. ^el. 7-4 Union.
38*49

Prompt and pleasant, not habit formbig, they keep men, women and
children full of pep, health and
happiness—because they keep them
clean inside.
Only 25 cenh.

Sold everywhere

Eggs and Chicks
BABY CHIX at the Libby Homestead Farm
Order now for the-months of April and Mav.
Chicks are from State tested stock
Call
and see the breeding stock
We are located
on State road.
Tel.
173-5. O. B LIBBY.
Warren R. D. 2.
33*44
BABY CHICKS- S C It I REDS from
heavy laying strain.
April, '22c cadi. May
and .bine 20c
Hatching ege* $8 I'cr l"o
BFRTHA TKAfJ E. Warren. Me
3! in
BABY CHIX—W’Hit ’s S

( . K-1

rai

d

on free range, trap netted and bred for type
and color.
State accredited for white diarr
Price May 22 ceurs each. June 20

hoea.

FOR SALE—The Pcaseley estate at Souficnd.
A two-story house with modern im
provements connected with stable that ctn
he used for garage or made over Into a two
family house.
Poultry house and yard in
the rear: also a cozy 5-rooin cottage adjoin
ing with water and electric lights
JENNIE
C MITCHELL. Admx., Nahant, Mass., or W.
A CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St , Rockland.
• 38-40
FOR SALE—Toj> carriage, used very little.
DR. C F. FRENCH, Rockland.
38 43

Bargain.

FOR SALE—(Ytt flowers, hardy plants,
butbs. hardy HlMes, floral sprays, pillows,
wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
Expert workmanship.
Free delivery anv- .
where in Knox Connty. CLARK'S FLOWER
SHOP. 382 >fain St opposite Tliorndlke Ho
tel. Rockland
Tel. 1036-W.
38-tf

cents each, pnstjiaAd
Safe arrival guaran
teed.
F II WYLLIE, Thomaston, M* . Kt.
1.
Tel 199-6.
..........
38 79

FOR SALE—12-flt. maple floor counter in
best of condition.
0. G. PERRY, Ingraham
Hill.
Tel 277 W_____________
R. I. RED BABY CHICKS for sale. MIL- ,
FOR SALE—One good little all round car
TON PHILBROOK. Head-of-the-Bay.
Tel. riage horse, price $30.
J. A. GOTT, Ston
58-6
38-40 I ington. Me.
38-tf
GOOSE EGGS from large gray and white
FOR SALE—16 tons nice pressed hay.
W..
geese f prti e 40 cents each
M!RS FRED 0. YATES, Warren, Maine, R. F. »D 1.
ERICK MONROE. So. ThoniMton, Me.
Tel.
38*40
647-14.
37-39
FOR SALE—Two family house on South
HATCHING EGGS—White U-fhorn. large Main street with flush closets.
Two house
size Barron Strain, egg machines
$5 per lots adjoining
TEL 286-11.
87*39
199; also geese egg.;, 75c for 5.
EDWARD
BLOM. Ash Point.____________________ 37*45
FOR SALE—A large hen pen a 230 LIME37*39
-HATCHING- EGGS—Thoroughbred S. I It ROCK ST Tel. 421-5.
I. Red, pedigreed male. $2 0V per setting;
FOR SALE—Milk farm of 99 acres in
f»»hers same strain. $1 99 per setting.
v P. South Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
HALL. Rockland. Me.
37-tf cattle; 1,590 to 2.900 cords of wood and sewne
Sold on
BABY CHIX—Wyllle;s S. •* Reds raised tintber; buildings In good ret Mir
(’all on R. H SNOW, South
on free range, trap nested and bred for type easy terms.
37*39
and color. State accredited for white diarr Thomaston.
hoea
Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
FOR SALE—8 lots suitable for business^
arrival guaranteed
F H. WYLLIE. Thom
within 5 nrintttea walk from PoMofflce.
P.
tston. Me.. Rt. 1 Tel 1M-6
15*29-79
O. BOX 227, Ro<’l<land. Me____________ 86-41

BABY CHICKS
Pure bred, inspected and culled
Varieties
25
59
199
Rhode Island Reds.......... $4 75 $8 75 $16 ".9
Barred Rocks ..................... 4.30
8 50 16.00
Wh . Brn . B’ff Lgh’ns . 4 99
White Wvandotes ............ 5.00

7 59

14.99

F..»0 18 00
Get catalog.
Prices on 590 and 1.900 lots,
postpaidConsult ua before ordering else
where

H H STOVER A CO,
1169 Forest Ave, Portland
____________

31-6't

Miscellaneous
JONQUILS $1 .25 a doz.: hyacintfn 25c
each;, gladioli buLLs. mixed colors 50c a
dozen ; dahlia bulbs, mixed colors $1 a dozen
C. M. THtKMAS

39-41

Tel 225 M

NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of de
posit book numbered 26259 and the owner of
said book asks for duplhate in accordance
with the provision of the ktstv Law.
WHTLAlND 8AVFNGS BANK, by A B Blackington. Asst. Treas.
Rockland, MalnFr-March
31. 1925
39*T-43

BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened
‘»’el. 538-3.
L C. FIELDS, 19 McLOUD HT.
39-;f
NOTICE—If the iwrson who was seen tak
ing the Galabasli pipe from the sneaking stand
in Dr Harvey’s home will returnc I; at once
no further steps will be taken.
DR A. K.
P. HARVEY.
38*4^

I DO ANYTHING in the cleaning line.
Offices, windows. hamV carnets, cellars and
ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 24 Holmes
Tel. 833-J
38*49

garages

St.
PIANO

LESSONS—Teacher

of

piano.

MISS ALICE FULLER, 25 Linden St.

Tel

196-4
37-18
LADIES—In Rockland and vicinity, desiring
to convert spare hours into dollars are In
vited to correspond with address below, wfliere
full information wili be given.
Work la
pleasant, easy apd extremely remunerative.
No experience or mns-ial training required
Address MRS E S. ASHCROFT, General De
livery, Rqolctaad.
37*39

FOR SALE—Two lots with buildings there
on for business purposes, minutes from Post
Office
I». O. BOX 227, Rockland. Me 36-41FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms,
2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern

improvements: one of tJie best locations in
the city; in first class condition throughout.
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.

38-rf

Rockland. Me

FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, In good
cultivation, real money maker.
L.
F«
CHASE, 45 Middle St.
Tel. 665-2
35-tf
FOR SALE—New nrileb (mw and new U.
S. Separator; 2 h. p. marine engine.
W L.‘
MERRIAM. Union, Me.
R No. 3
34*39

FOR SALE—Residence of the late Nathan
B. Allen at the corner of Llmerock and Lin
coln streets.
Bungalow style, all modern,
and perfect condition.
Apply on premises.
A. B. ALLEN, Admr., Roclfhmd
Tel. 423 M.
_ ___
33-tf
FOR 8ALE—Strawberry, rhubarb and horse
radish plants
Order now.
LUFKIN’S,
2L F D • n<y-________________________ 3Jdf
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street;
House and % acre or land, 186 Camden St,
Rockland;
acre field directly across the
street from 186 Camden street running,
through to Waldo Avenue. Nice house lots in
both streets TEL. 289-W, Rockland; 238-11,
Camden.
28-tf
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
CHASE, 43 Middle street. Tel. 663-2
23-tf
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music

rolls, wide range of choice.
While they last
only 23 cents each. V. F. STUDLEY, INC..
Music Department.
fl-tf
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS. F. H. SANBORN,
89 Pleasant St.
Tel. 903-W.
5-tf
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.
AR
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main Rt., Rockland.
27-tf

Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights.

FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,

cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
37-tf
LOBSTER FISHERMEN. LOOK! Funnel M. (I._GURtNEY. 3 Bark St„ Camden.
IroopB for pot heads pi;75 a hundred or $15
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Bwan’a
per M
A W. GRAY, Matlnlcus. Me.
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
_____
36 1 I location close by shore.
Garage and out
Acre end half
FRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS buildings, water In house.
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. O HARAddress DB£I. B GAGE. AtADFiN.
Tel. 156 M or 629-1.
1-lf a bargain.
linlie. Me
R7*tf
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING.
Fur
such work phone 349-M or cal at 16 Pleasant
street, Rockland C. C. JOHNSTON
28*40
BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—Se, en passenger;
Can
be
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia- fine condition, new tires last a fall
---------mond Tires and Tubes. Weed Chains and ,<,pn a.1 ARTHCR L. PERRYS, Warren, Me.
Spark Plugs; also five used ears from $85 1
‘ J‘___ 38*13

Used Cars

PkaMri’st

lSMkUnd" E

Pleamnt St.. I’,«.kland

CLOrGH’

^STUDEBAKER LIGHT SIX TOURING Mod-

I4.tf | e|
For fl|nh(,r |nfonna(1on
„„
pic< edge . E K EObLETT at Dr Blrkfords. 420 Main
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLIJ" TOL- St., 9 to 5, 89 Broad St., evenings Tel» 895-W.
MAN MORSE. 339 Main St Tel. 868-M
______________________________________ 38-tf
’
/ *-«
1917 FORD TOURING CAR—Good motor;
Hauler tshock absotfbers, good tires
Price
LADIES—Reliable stock of ha/r goods at $65.
FORD REPAIR SHOP, 151 Pleasant
the Rockland Hair Store, 3?6 Main St Mai) St.. Rockland
37*36
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
1621 AMERICAN SIX, Just overhauled and
In first class condition—tires practically new
IF YOIJ have a cottage to let or desire • —A bargain If sold at once. BERT ANGEL
MACHINE

HEMSTITCHING,

\
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Every-Other-Day
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Hoffman of
The regular business meeting of the
Glens Falls, N. Y. are in this city,
Womens Association of the Congre
i called by' the death of Mrs. Charles gational church will be held in the
i Sliadie.
vestry Wednesday afternoon at 3
o'clock.
In addition to personal notes recording de
Every member of the Patchwork
partures and arrivals, this departure es
Mrs. Joseph Robbins and soil of
pecially desires Information of social hap Club anti of the Relief Corps -wib<>
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent possibly can, is requested to be at the Wilton, N. H„ are visiting Mrs, Rob
by mall or telephone will be gladly received. hall Thursday afternoon, ns there Is bins' mother, Mrs. Eben Mills, Ce
TELEPHONE ................................... ............ 770 a great deni of work to be done. The dar street, this week.
regular supper at 6 o'cloc^t will be
X
"
There will be a circle supper at followed by a roll call of members
The W. C. T. V. will hold its reg
the Unlversallst church Wednesday at the meeting, which begins at 7.30. ular meeting at the home of Mrs.
evening at 6.30. The' housekeepers Please make plans to attend. This' Ralph Bickford, Beech street Friday
ate Miss Lucy Rhodes, Mrs. Au means comrades as w ill.
afternoon aU'J.SO, topic “Parliamen
gusta Tibbetts, Mrs. Mabel ■Sherman,
tary Lawk" The reader will be Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret- Amee/Mrs. Nina Bev
Mrs. Alice Spear received a tele- i Annie Flint.
erage, Mrs. Cora Kittredge, Mrs gram from her son 8 NUo, that he
Lizzie Haines, Mrs. Caro Knicker was leaving Lakeworth, Fla, for
The Chapin Class will meet with
bocker, Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs. Loretta home.
Mrs. I.innle G|jpen, 79 Summer street,
Bicknell and Mrs. Ralph Loring.
tonight. Members come prepared to
Eugene Tripp of tho
Central sew.
Hyman Dondis of Fall River, Mass..
Maine slock room is spending a
Is the guest of his sons, Joseph and
week's vacation as guejft of friends ill
Opportunity Class of the First
James Dondis.
Baptist church meets Thursday even
Dover, N. H.
ing with Mrs. Fred Halning, 74 Me
Tomorrow night's circle at the
Ernest Johnson, son of Mrs. Mar chanic street.
First Baptist church Is the last of
the season there, and in order that guerite Johnson, is recovering Jrom
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Munro, Mr.
tfiere may be a fitting close the fol a severe attack of tonsilltls.
and Mrs. Chester Munro and Mr. anil
lowing entertainment has been pre
■Sherwood E. Frost, son of Mr. an<j Mrs Ernest Munro, who have been in
pared: Song sheet, nine, young
Igike Worth, Fla., since early in De
ladies; reading^, Mrs. Kershaw; Mrs. L. E. Frost is confined to the
cember arrived home Saturday night,
house
with
an
attack
of
the
grippe.
piano solos, Marion Marsh, Kath
having made the trip North in their
leen Haskell, and Elizabeth Hagar; I
-----piano duet, Marion Richard'son and; Dr. B. E. Flanders is In Portland at- motor car in eight days. They found
the roads almost perfect,
and
Martha Wasgatt; vocal solo, Winoki tending the X-ray clinic there.
He
Richan:
violin
solo,
Elizabeth ' will be joined by Dr. R. W. Bickford the journey was a fitting close to
this noon, both returning tomorrow their winter's vacation. **
Knight.
night
_
Miss Pansy Mayo visited her aunt
Richard Reed has resumed his
Winston Fitield is at his Pleasant and Uncle, Mr . and Mrs. Clifford
studies at Coburn Classical Institute.
street home on his Easter recess from Wllham, on her way to Fryeburg,
Donald Hastings is home from Hebron Academy where he continues where she teaches.

Social Circles

University of Maine on his Easter ( to win fresh honors.
vacation.
In company with other
-----Maine students he has been observRichard Reed returned to his studlng at the General Electric plant in les at Coburn Classical Institute yesLynn, Mass. The students also vis- J terday.
Ited Watertown and Worcester.
Tl^e Rubinstein Club meets at the
The S. S Club met with Mrs. J. D. Congregational church'at 2.30 FriShepherd Saturday evening. An day, this week with program in
Italian supper was served and cards( charge of Mrs. Copping, entitled “Im■Were enjoyed. Mrs- John Thomas presslons of the Orient:"
was presented with a fancy, work i organ—CJilnolserle............................... Swinncn
basket as a birthday remembrance I
Alcada Hall
from the club.

Forest Maker and family left for
their
Crlehaven home Saturday i
where they will spend the summer. |
Mrs. Maker entertained the S. S.
Club Friday evening with a New
England boiled dinner and whist.

Soprano—0 Patrla tuia from Aliia ...........
Helen Wentworth
I"iano—Lotus Land .........................Cyril Scott
Annabel BayMezzo—a Japanese Death Song ........... Sharp
b Little Son of Mine ........... Angles*
c. Tlie Chinese Mother Goose
Rhymes......................................Crist
Margaret Harrington ..................
Reading—The Eye of the Yellow God
Edith Pitcher
Soprano—Chinese Lullaby from “East ia
West'* ............................. .. Bowers
Elsa Hayden
Organ Giant Indom- ----- Riniakv-Korsakoff

In New York the other evening
Miss Edna St. Vincent Millay read
her
poems
at a benefit for the Na-‘, Soprano—
_ A Caravan
_
.
r
,
,
from China Conies
♦
Inniil YA
r<-vr»-sz-vr»’
’t.
Smith
tional
Women
’sc? rvo»»tv
party’ in
in Inn
the unQl
apart
Kelley
ment of Mrs. Alfred C. Bosson in the
Lady Piclbing Mulberries
Hotel Marguerite, 270 Park avenue.
.trQSlJ
.. Kreislvr
One of the poems, called ‘The PioKll|ll Sanborn
neer,” was written beside the bust of Contralto—a. Hindoo Song ............... Benthcrg
■Susan B- Anthony at Washington. I
*’ *‘a,e Hands Wondtorde-FIndeti
Mm-. Ratan Devi sang Oriental,
d' j''Xese'Luii*byC^'ell
songs. Among those at the benefit
Gladys Jones
were -Mrs. Dudley Ifield Malone. Mrs Reading—Japiinese Myth—Tlie I'alace of
tlie
Ocean-bed
....................................Kinder
Schuyler Warren, Mrs. Alton B.
Helen Wentworth .... .........
Parker, Miss. Alma Gluck. Mrs. Piano and Organ—-Alla Russe ............. Kutin
■ Mrs Nettle Averill, Mrs. Faltli BerryJames L. Laiillaw, Mrs- John J.
White. Mrs. John Winters Itrannan.
All requests for the program of
Mrs. John Milholland, Mrs. D’Acosta April 17 should be passed to the sec-,
(Lydig, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Ruffin, retarv at this week's meeting.
The
the Princess Ghika, Mr. and Mrs. extent and success of the “request
John Emerson. Miss Genevieve Tag program” depends entirely upon the
gart, Mr. and Mrs. James K Hack response of members^ associate ns
ett, Eugene Boissevaiiv and Miss; well as active, in asking for certain
Harriette Underhill.
compositions and performers.

The annual meeting of the Methebesec Club will be held at the Coun
try Club Friday afternoon preceded
by a one o'clock luncheon.
Mrs.
Mary Cooper will present a paper on
“Club Benefit,” and Miss Mabel Hol
brook a paper on 'Motion Pictures.”

The Kalloeh 'Class of the First
Baptist church will meet Thursday
afternoon at the chapel to pack a box
tor the White Cross work.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kneeland who
have been spending the winter in
Florida are visiting their daughter,
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, 3 Lindsey
street for a few days.

Tlie American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Friday afternoon at 2
o’clock for sewing with picnic supper
at 6.30 ami a special an] important
business meeting at 7.30.
At the annual meeting of the
Shakespeare Society last night at the
North Main street home of Mis. Alice
Jameson these officers were elected:
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, president;
Mrs. Clara Rounds, vice president;
Mrs. Nellie Hall, secretary; Mrs.
Grace Lawrence, treasurer. The pro
gram committee will have Miss Caro
lyn Littlefield as chairman with Miss
Kathleen Snow und Miss Carolyn
Knickerbocker.
The picnic commit
tee includes Mrs. Helena Fales.
chairman, Mrs. Helena Roberts, Mrs.
Clara Rounds, Miss Ellen Cochran
and Mrs. Alice Jameson. The year's
reading will include both parts of
King Henry IV and the modern play
“Queen Victoria" by David Carb and
Walter Elton.
Last night's pro
gram Included a line paper on Ber
nard Shaw and the Vulgarians," by
Miss Elizabeth Morey; a pleasing
rendition of Joseph C. Lincoln's
“Cape Cod Ballads” by Mrs- Ruth
Ellingwood and an amusing und in
structive bird name contest.

•Miss Bicknell has never been able
to supply the demand for her charm
ing aprons and handkerchiefs. The
moral is—“Crtne early”—12 4tnox
street.—adv.

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

TODAY -

NAZIMOVA
And

MILTON SILLS
—Jr.-

“MADONNA OF
THE STREETS”
—Also—

“GALLOPING HOOFS”
W ednesday-Thursday

“FRIVOLOUS SAL7’
Fcaturinq

REO

EUGENE O’BRIEN
MAE BUSCH

AGNES AYRES

AT LANSING, PLUS TAX

—In—

‘HER MARKET VALUE’
A story of a woman's life sold
to the highest bidder.

The price—history-making in itself—assumes
tremendous significance when three important
facts are completely realized:

-

THE TALK OF THE TOWN

EVANS
•

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

“ONE

GLORIOUS

NIGHT”

A Story of a Woman's Eternal Sacrifice

—Four-door roominess and
convenience.
—Full-size balloon tires.

Considering the reputation—mechanical correctness—dependability—body quality and
the price,
It is true that “Never Before in Automobile
History has $1595 Bought So Mych Motor
Car."

FEATURE PICTURE FOR

HAMMERSTEIN

—Time-proved Reo 6-cylindcr, 50 h. p. engine.

—Good looking and longwearing upholstery.
—Reo safety control.

All New Stuff, Mice Girls, Snappy Songs. Real Humor,
Entrancing Melodics, Unusually Clean, Entirely Gocd

ELAINE

—120-inch standard Reo
double-frame chassis.

The body represents a genuine sedan, with
steel paneling over a rugged hardwood frame
work, dimensioned to provide more spacious
ness for five passengers than any other car of
similar wheelbase.

—AND HIS—

MUSICAL REVUE
“T O O L A T E”

1 Traditional Reo reliability and balanced good
ness are preserved intact.
The chassis is exactly identical with that used
in all other Reo models, with no attempt to
manufacture down to a price.

SEATS NOW ON SALE

x

SEDAN

$1595

Added Feature

TWO SHOWS—2:00, 7:30
MATINEE 10c, 25e, 36c
EVENING 25c, 35c, 50c

JIMMIE

ANNIVERSARY

20th

A drama that combines the
grandeur of the West with stir
ring adventure.
_/

ALL THIS WEEK

Samuet Rogers, who is employed
by Swift & Co. in Lewiston, was
home over Sunday.

The 11th lesson on the Constitu
tion of the United States, relating to
protection given to persons accused
of crime will be the "quiz" subject
at the meeting of the Women's Edu
cational Club Friday evening. Mrs.
Mabel.Stevens will lie the leader of
the civics lesson, at which the fol
lowing 12 questions will be consid
ered: How should a question with
an amendment to an amendment be
managed? Can an entire original motiofi be destroyed by an amendment?
Can a motion to adjourn be amend
ed? What is a standing commit
tee? What is a special committee?
What is a sub-committee? What is
a committee of the whole? How
may
committees
lie appointed?
What courtesy Is usually extended
in apixiinting the chairman of a com
mittee? How is an appeal from the
decision of the ohair managed?
How is a question brought before
an assembly?* When several persons
rise to speak, which should be
heard ?

EMPIRE

|
j

—Smart lines, fine finish.

GEO. M. SIMMONS, RDealer
“kl“l1
Telephone 4-W

23 Tillson Avenue

CAJR.4 COMPANY

THREE SHOWS SATURDAY—2:00, 6:C0, 8:30

IlEU

?f,r Co/rf Utardard^
of Value*

y

-_______

COMPLETE CHANGE OF PROGRAM WEDNESDAY-FRI DAY

* 'lots ‘its/#'.

^CUTLER-COOK COMPANY*
NEW COATS
FOR EASTER

rin<J

Marked By Individual Charm and
Distinction

In Youthful Straight Line

ni nA

Here Are Coats That Will Be Wom
EASTER SUNDAY

There are individual models from
the most exclusive makers. Colors,
materials and lines follow the sea
son’s leading fashions.
The assortment is so large that it is
almost impossible to describe them.
A visit this week or any time will be
worth your while, whether you in
tend to purchase or not.
T

The prices of course are very reas
onable for the quality, from

$12.75

$89.50

OPENING SPECIAL

This Is a Fashion Event That Should
Command Immediate Attention

The smartness of these Frocks, their
clever trimming touches, the smooth fine
quality of silk fabrics and the bright,
clever spring colorings make these dresses
outstanding.

’ Representing the Newest fashions
for Women, Misses, Juniors and Girls
at moderate prices.

A sunny Easter morning and a
smart Spring Coat—the feminine
heart flutters and glows at the mere
anticipation. Women who will choose
their coats this week—Misses.
Juniors and Small Girls, too—will
find here a large and fashionable va
riety.

NEW FROCKS
FOR EASTER

Tursday, Friday and Saturday
APRIL 2, 3 and 4
t z

.

•

/

FASHION! -SPRING! And this store joyously bursts into new beauty, new

life, new inspiration.

Greeting you Thursday, Friday and Saturday with all the

Fashion feels the tingle of new ideas
and renewed enthusiasm just as trees feel
the warm pulse of upward creeping sap.
Here are NEW THINGS that will put
you in tune with the world and give ex
pression to your happiness in Spring-onthe-way.

NEW DRESSES
With that Saucy Piquancy that

Youth Adores

charm and freshness, the style-loveliness and newness that is spring—with fashions

gathered from the best makers, the choicest new things from every center of fashion.

They are for every occasion and as new as possible.
/

Here are individual modes that women who set the fashion will enthusiastical

ly choose. Here are styles already firmly established in fashion favor.
Welcome to this beautiful display of new things, whether to observe or to

$10.00

Priced from

$39.75

OPENING SPECIAL

choose, this store bids you WELCOME

OnCBATS1
New spring materials and newest
shades. Sizes 16 to 40

FREE CARNATIONS

Our Yearly Event

Oil DRESSES $10 I Ofl
Newest Silks, Newest Styles

346 MAIN STREET

■

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 31, 1925

Page Eight
MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

COULDN’T EAT E
TO GIVE HER STRENGTH

IN THE REALM OF MUSIC
What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

in spite of all my efforts. I re
In Mr. Chapman’s informal talk at what Charles M. Schwab has to say
mained so weak that 1 could only his concert he gave some astound on this subject:
Milton Literary Association that Portland Woman Was So stay oil my feet for a very short time
“Music has meant much to me in
ing figures of the Maine Music Fes
Chapter IX—A Society for Testing there was no height to which he
Weak She Wasn’t Able To without having to stop and rest. I tivals. Who knows, except those my life of affairs. Again and again
might
not
have
climbed
had
he
been
would simply give out from walking who have heard Mr. Chapman make it has refreshed me when 1 was dog
Human Credulity.
governed by a high purpose. Hin
Walk a Block—Takes Kar one block. I couldn’t eat enough to the statement, that the coming Festi tired; taken me out of myself and
In the older days one always be richs has preserved many Fates' let
give me any strength, and was pale vals will cost $41,600? Under the away from the problems of business.
longed to a “literary society:" we did ters. These two men were different
nak and Can Now Almost and felt lifeless all the time Why. union
So can a
law recently passed, it will be A book can do that, too.
not have so many professional in tlielr ideals, but each had the
Just doing my housework was more necessary to pay the orchestraalone painting. But not so surely as does
umusements then, so we amused our warmest affection for the other.
Run Up-Hilk
than 1 was equal to.
music.
There Is a "reach" to mu
$1,600 more than til previous years.
selves and had a good time at it.
Pales had a big heart and much Is
“After reading of Karnak and
Mr. Chapman made an eloquent sic that the other arts have not; it
For several years 1 was a member pardoned one who Is generous.
One of the strongest evidences of talking with jieople who know about plea for Maine to stand with him. seems to get to you in an exhausted
of the Philologian Debating Society
In 186S the Milton Literary' Assoc 1 •
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
of the Brooklyn Polytechnic, and out ation was organized and with this the rapidly growing popularity of it I began taking this wonderful He gives his best efforts to bring mood and quiets and refreshes where
of tills organization grew what- wan association the Philologian Society Karnak and of the wonderful results medicine myself, and in a week's the best artists here, and he feels he a book or picture is i*>t so sure.
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
probably the most extraordinary se was merged. Its incorporators were It is accomplishing is the large num time I could walk up the hill from deserves the backing of Maine people Speaking broadly and knowing men
He as I do, I cannot help but feel that
cret body the w orld has ever known. A. Augustus Healy—for many years ber of unqualified indorsements that our house and Just keep on going in turning out to hear them.
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.
Among the members of the Philo- President of the Brooklyn Institute are being received from well known without tiring cut. That was a sure wants attendance through which the (he average business man would be
men
and
women
throughout
this
sec

sign
my
wind
and
strength
were
re

financial end of the Festivals will be benefited more than he dreams of !f
logian were Dr. Henry van Dyke of Arts and Sciences—myself, and
Accept only “Bayer” package
But he wants people to come he exposed himself to music."
the famous author; Charles F. Chi other members of the Philologian tion. Among the score recently re turning, and 1 kept right on with met.
ceived
is
that
of
Mrs.
Walter
Le

the
medicine
and
began
to
eat
hearty
• • • *
to hear these fine artists, he wants
chester who became Treasurer of Society.
which contains proven directions.
vesque, highly esteemed resident of and feel splendid in every respect. I
the Century Company; Frederick W.
For six years the Milton Associa 21 Beach street, Portland. Maine, who now finish my housework early in men and women to sing in the chor
Handy “Baver” boxes of 12 tablets
I am beginning to notice In the
uses—he wants co-operation and sup
Hinrichs, the political reformer; and tion met weekly in the rooms of the
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
publication that activities toward Na
William E- S. Kales, who was re Hamilton Literary Society of which relates her remarkable expelence the day where before it took me all port which he so richly and justly de tional Music Week are beginning.
Aiplrln 1> the trade mark of Hirer .Vlinufucture of MouoeeetlcacideslM of Salicyllraeld
with
this
remarkable
new
medicine
day.
and
I
have
the
rest
of
the
time
serves.
garded by everyone as a man of Seth Low was tile most prominent
Plans are afoot, concerts are already
as follows:
to visit my friends and tell them of
• • • •
genius.
memlier, and which subsequently be
scheduled, school contests are in the
"Karnak
has
been
so
wonderful
in
my
happy
experience.
”
None of his friends can ever for- came the Hamilton Club. The Milton
Many who heard Jeritza last Octo outline, and so on.
Interest Is be
Karnak Is sold In Rockland exclu
get Fales. the manysided, with b‘s j was an exclusive society, no one being my case that I have been telling all
ber and were disappointed in this ing evinced in the Memory Contest ,
massive head and his blond curls, admitted until he had been pro my friends about it and getting them sively by the Corner Drug Store; In much-heralded artist, are naturally Mrs. Sanborn Is to conduct in the pub
his high, broad forehead and square nounced intellectually fit by a unani to try this remarkable medicine, too." Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall going to have feet suspiciously cool
lic schools of Rockland. Rockport and
jaw. deep chest and steel muscles. mous vote of the members. In its declares Mrs. Levesque. "Three years Store: In Union by Gordon-Lovejoy (and this feeling is contagious) in Thomaston during that week, but 1 1
Six feet of splendid physical man conceit, it blackballed no less a per ago I bad influenza and typhoid fever. Co.; and by the leading druggist in
connection with the 1925 Festivals. hope this grows as the time draws
hood. he loved to display his lowers sonage than Hon. William M. Ivins and could never regain my strength i every city.—adv.
Don’t let such cool-footed people near, for the contest cannot be the I
cn f/ic
and often exhibited his mountainous who was afterwards generally re
bother you one bit
The other day success Mrs Sanborn longs for. un
biceps. But though he might have garded as one of the most brilliant static combination of forces, has physical emanation. The microcosm
I talked with someone from New less interest and co-operation are
excelled ns an athlete, his herculean men in the city of New York, and Justly engaged the attention of phil is one in its end. viz: the attainment
York who couldn't understand why concentrated on the project.
strength was more than equalled by who, at a later period, was admitted osophers. It will thus be seen that of the spiritual and the final co-as
Where
• • • «
Jeritza didn’t "take" here in Maine.
his / wonderful mental equipment. to the membership of the Milton- the law of dynamic conservation em sociation with the Eu-soph; it is
"She is wonderful:” he vehemently
Music Week is not an idle dream.
Rooks had been his friends from We debated all questions concerning- braces the universe.
several in its growth viz; hi the declared.
“One of the greatest ar It is a reality, and is likely to become n
the trade
childhood, and he> loved to ponder ing the heavens above, the earth
“'From the ultimate essence have gradual elimination of the mundane, tists that ever came to New York. fixed institution. It has been observed
over "many a quaint and curious vol beneath, and the waters under the sprung or evolved the countless and the macrocosmic bonds.
New
York
is
mad
over
her.
”
And
successfully in more than 100 Amer
ume of forgotten lore.’’
Research, earth.
find*
varieties and
concatenations
of
“The lowest life is the microcosmic there you are! In any event Jeritza ican cities and celebrated In foreign
a natural flow of language, a bril,
• • • •
force and matter, all interdepend bud, and Is self-locked, seeing Isn't to be the star this year.
lands. It has passed the experimen
liant fancy, and a glowing imagina
After six years the Mlltonians ent and all cognate with the un naught, knowing naught of its il
• • * •
tal stage and everywhere observed
APPLES
tion, led him naturally to literary berame engrossed in professional and known centre.
lusive environment; the higher life,
I know Mr. Chapman objects stren- 1 the resul‘s have been practically the
composition.
"The oriental philosophers taught the microcosmic flower, lie it of the
business
affairs
and
the
meetings
of
• . . •
uously to the use of the word slur. ' same’
Accomplishments have stirthe Association were discontinued, the same dogma but In grander beast or of the swarming millions of
Like champagne, he was often ef but reunion dinners were held every forms; to them the universe was of! men. dimly sees and knows itself as he insists that all his artists are prised music leaders, and attracted
fervescent. sparkling, and overflow few years. At ore of these reunions God, was God—there was no God and the other self; but, purblind, stars, but it is natural that the chief | ,he at‘e"tlon °f, business men and
municipal authorities, who now rec
ing. Much that he emitted was like Ivins arose, and to the surprise of but the combined forces and laws I reckons these the end-all and the interest this year will center about! ognize
music as a valuable civic as- 1
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
froth, but much. too. was substantia! all. disclosed the existence of an or manifested in the great universe.
be-all, here and now. as well as Tibbett. Tibbett is acclaimed as the I set. May 4 to 9 will be the first Naand weighty. He even had ids peri ganization named "Hiraf," which, he
.... ... ,
"Through all ages and in every yonder and forever.
The highest greatest artist this country has I ,
as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Every city, ■
The ova- I tlonaI Muslc Week'
ods of gloom. He would deliver a said, had Ia>en created more than land there have been those who saw life, the microcosmic fruit, half known for many a year.
town
and
hamlet
has
got
to
do
her
talk on the history of Satan, and fol thirty-five years before, “for the pur and wrote in eternal words the oracles realized In a few grand types— tlon he received following his appear
bit.
It will be Rockland's first ob- |
Best Prices
Quick Returns
low it with a paper on the origin of pose of testing human credulity !” of the infinite.
Pew Indeed they j Christ, Buddha and perhaps Khoung- ance in "Falstaff" at the Metropoli
obscene words. This, in turn, would The name "Hiraf was an acrostic were—few indeed can be those who' fou-tsee—pierces the clouds which tan was nothing short of a miracle, servatlon, and it seems to me that in !
be succeeded toy a lugubrldus poem made up of the first letters of the deny to themselves the pleasures of surround and shut in the soul and as the like had never been known be no way could a greater impression be
on death, or on the final “wreck of names of live Miltonians.
At the 1923 Festival In Port made than through our schools. Mrs. ,
this world to revel in the Joys of the seems in never-falling beauty, the fore.
matter and tb^ crash of worlds.
land
he
is going to present his part Sanborn has some interesting pro- i
11 stood for Frederick W. Hinrichs, saul.
i august emanations of Him styled
Willie in addition to exeercising bis the man who probably ran for more
as
“
Ford
” In the act from "Falstaff” grams In the making to be carried !
• • • •
Perum. Born. God or Al-fadir.
skill in the realm of the imagination, important public offices, without be
which
brought
him into fame. Cos- out as the week approaches, and in
“Therefore, we claim, that at this
-To him who rises through study
he was addicted to mathematics and ing elected, than any man in the day, when the whole scientific world 1 and holiness Into the higher powers. turned and made up for the part, he the meantlnie she Is urging the teach
ers and parents to aid her In the fa
scientific research.
United States. In 1,196 he ran for :« awakening to new and startling all mysteries become unravelled and will sing It as when he jumped into
llut despite his gifts, Fales lacked Lieutenant-Governor of New York revelations, Ix-cause of the magni- new faculties, or the new use of old fame as the greatest "Ford" ever tniliarizlng process preparatory to the
INC.
contest Itself.
purpose and the will for sustained on the Gold Democratic ticket; in tude of the field, we are In danger of faculties, is given.
Right—moral known. And this won’t be all he will
• • • V
efforts, lie was conscious that he 1S9T for President of the Borough of passing over the greatest of great and mental right—becomes moral, do.
I wager the other numbers on
20 No. Side
BOSTON
The following paragraph is from
could surpass most men If he cared Brooklyn, on the S^h Low Fusion mysteries- There are a few minds, mental, and physical might,
his program will be equally well sung.
the
New
York
Times
of
March
10.
to exert himself. This circumstance, ticket; in 189S for Attorney General which, either in their greatness or'
Faneuil
Hall
Market
MASS.
Best
of
all,
Mr.
Tibbett
is
an
all,
....
as in the ease of the hare and the of the State of New York, on a Citi happy in the secret possession of the I .
T-96-tf
American, born and trained.
This 1 It has special interest for Knox
tortoise frequently caused his fail zens’ ticket which was to have been richest wisdom, are awaiting their]
T w •‘“^e becomes the magi, the feature also deserves our whole County readers from the fact that
' the Rufus M. Arey, who accom
ure, a duller competitor securing the headed by Theodore Roosevelt; in time, when scientific turbulence shall nlas,er <’f Jhe Ku Klos. He trans- hearted support.
panied the singer with his clarinet,'!
victory.
• * • •
1903 for Comptroller of the City of have subsided, to give unto the ! mulM ah elements, interchanges and
' is a Vinalhaven boy. That he has at-:
lie often said that life was a joke New York, on a Fusion ticket, head- world
the fruits of their ripest for"3' and thus der‘e* time aad
Mr. Hull of the Huston-Tuttle Book | tained to so high a musical place In I
and he generally appeared io make i l by Seth Low for mayor. In 1904 knowledge. Like the ancient gym- sPaee; learns' thouEh he never uses
this epigram the maxim of his ca he was nominated for Governor of nosophlsts. who invented (?) the **• the «ecret of immortality and life Co. expressed to me his keen pleasure the great city as this announcement
reer. Thus while he was recognized New Yolk by a faction of the Demo everburning mystic flame, they are
and works Miracles such as were in Mr. Mills’ singing at the Chapman ’ suggests will be a source of much!
concert.
He thoroughly enjoyed gratification to the friends, In his Is
by his fellows In the Columbia cratic Party, and the nomination was still unwilling that the world should wrought in Haliiee.
School of Mines ns the most bril seconded .by his brother Miltonian. share with them the secret of seT” the adept of the first, the nov- him. 1 was interested to learn that land home:
had heard Lombardo.
In his
Anna Case, one of America's sing- '
liant mathematician that school had A Augustus Healy. He is generally crets
ice' of the second, the all-world is
ever had. and as a student who in known for his independent speech
"But even the blindest are becom- 'wo"f»ld
flux and reflux. The one opinion Mr. Mills is far ahead of him. ers who has traveled far since her!
hum
less time than any other could ac and his consistent apposition to po Ing conscious that, in the history of
Justice, ruth, courage, power; the “although,” he added "this may be 1 early days here in concert and opera |
THErE ARE M0RE THAN a M'Uf0N
complish a given task, after leading litical machines.
the human mind. Cabalism. Alchemy.' “ther. mercy, love; 'Altruism' in the due to the fact that I am fed up on at the Metropolitan gave her only
Italian tenors."
] New York recital this season at Car
his class in the first year he fell to
I stood for William M. Ivins who and R/jsicrucianism have not been i latter-day tongue
the middle in the second year, and was one of the ablest lawyers in New accorded their proper place, and that
negie Hall last evening assisted by
The one is centripetal, and njatfailed of graduation in the third. An York. He became City Chamberlain, the great nursing-mother of all later *el ■
,ne other, centrifugal and
Noting in the editorial section of C. V. Bos at the piano and by Rufus ]
enraged father sent him to Brazil to and was one of the leaders who Intelligence, Ancient Egypt, has been *°rce. The one is male and vertical this paper the record of Mary Cope, M. Arey, clarinet It was in Schu- ,
follow a business career. Tiring of brought about the adoption of the se overlooked
with rare perversity the other, female and horizental. who has played the organ at the Hob- ber'.’s elaborate and melodious "Der \
that after a year's absence, he re cret ballot Governor Charles T. Many are conversant with the Nil- The All combining these is the Di- Trinity Church in London for sixty Hirt auf dem Felsen" that all three
turned to New York and to Columbia, Hughes appointed him chairman of a otic liturgical formulas, but a knowl-1 vine of the I nknown. and hence his years, during which time she missed participants discovered for many;
where he passed his examinations charter commission, and he was most edge of the esoteric religious ideas symbol, the composite of embia- only two Bundays, one by illness and hearers an unusual and unfamiliar
and received his degree after a very active in drawing a proposed new within these as symbolic manifests- matic lines the cross. Hence, the the other on account of a fog so ! w'^' “ genuinely beautiful in its
brief period of study
Pnom the charter for Greater New York which tions, is confined to a remarkably microcosmic flower, unwitting, put dense that it was impossible for her °ld"fashioned order as it was genSchool of Mines he went to the —a prominent politician told me was small circle.
with truth, has always typifie?
to find the church edifice-Mrs. Car- ! erously infused with youthful melo- ;
School of Law. Indeed, there is lit the best charter that could have
Who can trace the central solar' Invisible by the cross. Be it a
rie Burpee Shaw writes me of an or- I dv bv ,he most lyric of composers.:
tle that he did not attempt.
been drawn for the people, but the conception through the length and: the Christians who employ the ganist's record In New York which I !-arIy ItaIlan airR- a KrouP ^om
For a while he taught a class of worst for the politicians and. there breadth of those radiant ideas and Crucifix:’ Scandinavians and Goths, is mighty interesting, even though Brahms and another in English by
small 1>ojs at a Sunday School, and fore. would newer he adopted." At ceremonies? Can we look the great Thors hammer:' Latins and Greeks: not covering such a period of church m.xlern song writers displayed Miss
he filled their pockets with—cigars. the request of Governor Hfighes,
in the face and not be blinded by Jove’s Thunderbolt;' Mohammedans altendance as that of either George | ( ase as an art'°t ‘n varied styles ]
He challenged a missionary to com Ivins drew the laws under which the his splendor? Can we raise the dim [ the ‘intersected crescents;' Eg VP Torrey or Mary Cope.
ThYs or- Her voice haa "laturevl. as has the
pete with him in a petition to public utilities commissions have been veil from Isis and Osiris?
tians, the ‘Cruciform Ibis; Aztecs ganist is Samuel Baldwin, head of ' w"man s wlt ,hat 8“ldes lt wlth fu"
Heaven. He lacked reverence, ab appointed. On behalf of the City he
If pre-Christian Rome has per-' and Toltecs, the black X. of their the music department of the College “unmand of its natural "bright” tone
solutely.
acted as counsel in the investigations petuated herself by the adoption of n teocalli—the same symbol stands of the City of New York, who re-i and vivacious expression. It was
He was a great debater; but quite of Tammany Hall; and he also ran new religion from the Bast, we can forth forever significant.
cently gave his 1.000th organ recital P?w"fuu1
the br‘ef hut J,atir!B
conscienceless, for he would volun for Mayor of New York City
see shining through as a germinal! "Thus marriage, the union of male and has commenced on his second
’ by Wintter Watts, while ini
teer on either side of a controversy,
• • • •
principle the cultus of Elgobal. and and female, is the microcosmic thousand. Mrs. Shaw says he is one ! the next breath it carried the hushed j
whatever his opinion as to the real
R stood for James C. Robinson, the measure of its inherent truth is cross. But. alas 1 at the same time of the finest orgnnists in New York poetry of Rachmaninoffs "Lilacs" |
By the distinctive appearance of Buick
merits of
the question.
There whose part in the activities of the the measure of its inheritance from It is the confession of man's inability and a fine program maker.
More like a subtle perfume to the last
seemed to be no subject upon which "Hiraf" is evidenced by a letter the Cabala and the mystic learning to realize the ideal of the fourth phy- than all, his recitals are free to the rows of silent listeners. Three later
motor cars, you may judge their inner
he was unprepared to speak interest which I will quote on a succeeding of the Orient. The scientific pre- I sical emanation. At times, however
public.
Mrs. Shaw enclosed the 1 lyrics were by Maurice Besley. Per
ingly and with effect.
sumption that the end has been in the history of our race, have ap- program of the Fourth Musicale of ' cival Garatt and Robert Huntington
page.
quality. The same engineering thought
It seemed to hi3 associates in the
A stood for Charles Frederick reached is as sadly ludicrous and un- ( peared those who have achieved the Rubinstein Club on March 14, ' Terr5
Adams, an aide and learned lawyer philosophical as the cosmic myth of their desire. And this is the end of made up of Marrlet Ware composi
that developed the Valve-in-Head
the World tortoise.
Bablsm con- | the brethren of the rosy cross. The tions with the composer at the pi
practicing in New York.
verted Christianity, and Cabalism— ; true Rosicrucian never marries in ano, assisted by Walter Mills, bari
F stood for William E. S- Fales.
thought or deed, but preserves him- tone, and Miss Mildred (she was
engine, Sealed Chassis, automatic lubrica
That evening we learned from Ivins shall convert science.
• • • •
self aloof from the allurements of styled Muriel here) Wilson, soprano,
that the "Hiraf” in its efforts to test
"Before the Aln-soph (En-soph) earthly passion. Ills principles go with Alice Shaw accompanist for the
tion, Buick mechanical 4-wheel brakes, and
human credulity and to contribute
To him, happiness is a artists and chorus. At the last Rub
to behavioristic psychology con whom Spencer has unwittingly dis- i further.
ccived the idea of sending an article covered, the thought of India, the phantasm, the object of living is instein Club concert of the season on
like factors of superior performance,
to a Boston magazine, the Spiritual formulas of Egypt, and the science, symmetrical development of the soul April 14 Mile Marla Ivogun will be
,
Member
Consolidated Stock Exchange
Scientist, which was one of the most of modern Christendom, stand for- The attainment of this aim requires the soloist.
is also responsible for the grace and
• • • *
important spiritistic publications in ever reconciled, In perfect harmony, the subjugation of the lower self—
of Mew York,
If then the Catoallsts who stood , the macrocosmic mixings of the
the United States- The article was
I wish it were possible fop me to
the symmetry of Buick body lines.
Wants, desires, chat often with Mrs. Shaw. She is
prepared by four members of the nearest to creation saw and ex- j third emanation.
. STOCKS .nd BONDS
"Hiraf." who without consultation plained the causes of all life, all ’ and ambitions are sent, like unbidden hearing fine musical things In New
Publishers of the
with one another wrote psychic and form, all law' almost In the words of I guests, away.
York and with the many activities,
• • « »
esoteric sentences which were trans Spencer, so far as they go—if the I
there could never be time enough to
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
"t0 the adept, of the second, the write about them all.
mitted to Fales, who was known as world, having forgotten them for
I appreciate
which is sent free to
the "conjunctor,” and whose duty ages, now awakens to the truth of a ( All is one. One spirit actuates, in highly the letters she sends me, and
investors upon request
it was to combine into a more or part of their teachings, where is the manifold manifestations, the Cosmos it is always welcome news to hear ]
less consistent whole the efforts of logic in denying the truth of the re- which is tint an emanation itself, about "Allie" Shaw, in whom all J
57 PARK STREET
10 STATE STRUT
mainder thereof, if such remainder ; jn the sphere of man, the spirit is the Rockland is interested.
theJvarious contributors.
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